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University professor dispels myths
about origins of homosexuality
Discussion fosters
tolerance and understanding for students.
By Zach Herman
SENIOR REPORTtR

One night after Ohio voters
approved sweeping legislation
limiting gay rights, a small group
of students gathered Wednesday
in the Union's Multicultural
Lounge for a talk given by lesbian University professor Cynthia
Mahaffey.
But Issue 1 wasonlyonetopic
of discussion at the program,
titled "Exhibit A: Everything You
Ever Wanted to Ask a Lesbian."
The presentation was the final
installment of a semester-long
'Six O'clock Series" of lectures sponsored by the Union
Programs Department.

Mahaffey, a University
instructor since 1997, began
the evening with a short autobiography. A self-described
"52-year-old, white, feminist,
radical, left-wing" mother,
the English professor spoke
bluntly on many controversial
issues affecting sexual minorities. Easygoing and unafraid,
Mahaffey addressed the sexual and sociological, sharing
her personal journey from an
unhappy heterosexual marriage to single motherhood to
a then-startling realization that
she is gay.
"I was married to a man for
22 years," she remembered. "I
calf it 'doing hard time.'"
She says she was not comfortable in her heterosexual marriage, which was abusive, but
did not immediately know she
was a lesbian. But she resists any
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"I think if myself as
a gay activist, but
I'm not going to
burn my rainbow
flag on the steps
of the Capital
building."
CYNTHIA MAHAFFEY
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

suggestion of a causal relationship between her dysfunctional
union and her homosexuality.
"I did not become a lesbian
because I was with a bad man,"
she said.
Rather, Mahaffey says she
is an example of the biological
origin of homosexuality. The
daughter of a gay man and niece

i m'
toa gay uncle,
"I'm sort._rm.~.u»
of like the
poster child for gay genetics."
Mahaffey revealed her orientation in 1997 at age 45.
'I'm a late bloomer," she
explained. "I've always been a
late bloomer."
After outlining her story,
Mahaffey conducted a question-and-answer session. Nearly
every audience member participated, submitting queries anonymously via white slips of paper
distributed before the talk.
Mahaffey promised to answer
every question, and kept her
word, fielding inquiries about
her coming-out experience, her
advice to young homosexuals
and, i n one memorable i nstance,
her view on sex toys.
Along the way, Mahaffey
dispelled popular myths about
homosexuals and challenged
students to foster tolerance by

...i
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,
educating
their peers.
"Once we get to know somebody, we find it harder to throw
up walls against them."
Inevitably, the conversation turned toward Issue 1, the
proposed amendment to the
Ohio Constitution passed overwhelmingly in Tuesday's election. The initiative bans marriage
rights for homosexual couples,
and may end shared insurance
and other benefits for all unmarried pairs, regardless of sexual
orientation. Civil unions are also
prohibited under the new rule.
The widespread support
for Issue 1 was not a shock to
Mahaffey. "I'm not surprised.
We live in a really conservative state." Still, she believes the
consequences may be grave. "I
think we've taken a fifty-year
step back."
Mahaffey volunteered to give

!:ilk in response to an open
the talk
request for faculty participants.
Her goal for the presentation
was simple: "To help uniformed
people understand what it is like
to be of a minority sexual orientation," and "that we have the
same hopes, desires for family
and just treatment, and dreams
as anyone else."
The program's warm, conversational style fits with Mahaffey s
subt le approach to advancing the
causes of tolerance and equality.
"I think of myself as a gay activist, but I'm not going to burn my
rainbow flag on the steps of the
Capitol building," she said.
The Six O'clock Series will
return next semester, with topics to be announced. Students
who wish to suggest a theme
should contact Union Program
Coordinator
Kim
Jacobs
at 372-7516.

Firelands hosts "Black Elk" play
By Michael Baker
FIREUNO REPORTER

BGSU Firelands College celebrates its.37th season of theat. rical performances with "Black
Elk Speaks."
The award winning play about
Native American Indians was
performed for the first time at
BGSU Firelands in 1991. Thirteen
years later, lann Glann, Director,
suggested that they return the
play to McBride Auditorium.
"Black Elk Speaks" is the foremost play of Native American
history," said Glann. "The
message delivered in the play
is for Indians and others, not
just whites. Learning about
the history we're careful not to
stereotype, but try to give a
good example of what it was
like. The play is educational
and inspiring; rich in Native
American History."
Students, faculty, and staff
Michael Baker BGNew
play multiple parts in the play.
"Black Elk Speaks," the 2004
STORY TELLER: "Black Elk Speaks" is performed at BGSU Firelands
All College Book, is the story
This is the 37th season of theatrical performances at the College.
of Nicholas Black Elk and

the Lakota's at the end of the
nineteenth century. The autobiography, as told to author
and poet lohn G. Neihardt, is
part biography, part history
of Native American nation
and part spiritual testament.
Christopher Sergei adapted the
book for stage.
Sandy Dicarlo, Student and
Activities Coordinator, arranged
campus events preceding the
play. Dicarlo met with the
Humanities Department Chair
after determining the costs.
Dicarlo asked for additional
funding: funding was granted.
Dicarlo began her search for
a hoop dancer, a major theme
throughout the book by locating
Native American Council web
sites. She was able to negotiate with the agent of Mr. Kevin
Locke, internationally known
hoop dancer and flutist, to
appear at BGSU Firelands on
Sept. 29th.
Locke knew Black Elk's son,
a Praire Sioux, second cousin to Crazy Horse, and was

impressed that the college was Elk, had the same role in 1991.
reading the book. Locke graced Gilmore had a chance to meet
BGSU Firelands with his pres- Locke Sept. 29.
"Locke was an inspiration to
ence and demonstrated the awe
me," Locke said. "I
inspiring art of hoop
"Black Elk
learned the inflecdancing. Locke's hoop
■ •
tion of his language.
dance is a celebration
speaKs is
a nuge ne|p j„ Qy.
of the annual rebirth
of nature that occurs the Jforemost ing to accurately
-,
■>.
nr m»r
present
my r*hantrcharacevery spring, an
play of
ter Black Elk."
art form that nearly
(.ilinore spoke
Native
died out.
a few harmonic
In his amazingly
American
sounding phrases
complex and acrobat.
„
to me that I couldn't
ic hoop dance, Locke
history.
understand,
he
whirls within 28 twirl
smiles and said
ing hoops revealing
JANN GLANN
"that is Lakota."
designs that show the
DIRECTOR
"Black Elk
way of life. Images
Speaks"
will
created by the hoops
represent flowers, butterflies, be showing on Nov. 5, 6 at 8
stars, and the moon and sun. p.m. and Nov. 7 at 2:30 p.m. in
The four colors of the hoops, McBride Auditorium at BGSU
black, red, yellow, and whitch, Firelands. Regular admissions
represent the four directions, are $8 for Adults, $6 for Senior
four seasons, four winds and Citizens and BGSU Firelands
Faculty, $5 for Children and
the four human races.
David Gilmore faculty meme- Students, and $4 for BGSU
ber at BGSU Firelands, who Firelands students. Groups of
plays a Lakota holy man Black 15 or more are $6 per person.

ENGAGING MINDS

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Parent of the year
Congratulations to Tamara
Sharp, the University's 2004
Patent of the Year. Sharp was
nominated by her daughter
Amanda, senior, and beat out 47
other nominees for this special
recognition. The Parent of the
Year is sponsored by the University
Activities Organization and die
Office of Campus Involvement.
This Saturday at the home football game, Sharp will be presented with a gift from the University,
by President Ribeau. Please read
Monday's issue of The BG News
to read about her and her two
daughters, and how she came to
receive this honor.

Research conference
The all-campus research
conference will be held for
the second day in a row in
the Union. There will be a
poster viewing from 9a.m.
to 5p.m. In 201 there will be
various presentations.

POSTER VIEWING: A participant checks out a Hemingway display at the poster viewing session of the all-campus research confrence. The two-day confrence
began yesterday. In addition to the poster viewing session there will be various other presentations in room 201 of the Un.on.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weadier.com

SUNDAY

SATURMY
Mostly
Sunny

High: 57"
Low: 38"

Partly
Cloudy

High: 57"
Low: 33"

Mostly
Sunny

High: 48"
Low-34'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWSXOM
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cracks down on immij
IHE ASSOCIATED PRtSS

one who had a bomb."

WASHINGTON—More than 700
people were arrested on Immigration violations and thousands
more subjected to FBI interviews
in an intense government effort
in avert a terrorist attack aimed
at disrupting the election
\s with past unrealized it
Qaida threats, law enforcement
officials said Thursday they
don't know for sure whether any
of those arrests or Interviews
foiled an attack.
"It's very hard in prove a negative," Michael Garcia, chief of
Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, said In an interview Thursday. "We did cases
and operations for people we
thought posed national security
concerns. We didn't arresl any-

lor example, 1(1 agents
arrested a 23 year old Pakistani
man in late October who had
illegally entered the United
Stales through Mexico in 2000
and was winking,is a luel tanker truck driver with access to a
major U.S. seaport. I he man.
who was not further identi
fied. is charged with making
false statements about how
he entered the country and
remains under investigation lor
any links to terrorism
He was one of the 237 people arrested in October alone
on Immigration violations,
for a total of over TOO since
the enforcement effort began
last year, Garcia said. "It was a
broad approach that led us to

have a very disruptive effect, we
believe,' he said.
Although the election season passed without an attack,
officials say al-Qaida remains
a dangerous foe intent on striking the United States again. The
da) artel the election, Attorney
General (ohn Ashcroft told
his senior stall to not let their
guard down.

fhe Jan. 20 presidential inaugtiration heads thelist of upcoming high profile events that officials say could draw terrorist
interest. (Hirers include the Feb.
6 Super ISowl in Jacksonville,
Ha., and the December holiday
travel season, which last year
saw several threats against
nans Atlantic flights.
There still is concern the

Osama bin Laden videotape
aired last week could be a signal for an attack. And despite
asking for help from the public,
the FBI still has not identified a
man calling himself "Azzam the
American," whose lengthy videotape aired last month promised attacks that will make U.S.
streets "run red with blood."
The FBI interviewed about
10,000 Muslims and ArabAmericans in the months prior
to Election Day in an effort
to gain intelligence about people who might pose a threat
and to build bridges to those
communities.
Many of those interviews
led officials to individuals in
the United States who might
be linked to terrorism but had

"We did cases and
operations for
people we thought
posed national
security concerns,
we didn't arrest
anyone who had a
bomb"
MICHAEL GARCIA
CHIEF OF IMMIGRATION AND
CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT
previously escaped government
detection, said a senior Justice
Department official speaking on condition of anonymity because of national security

concerns. The official did not
provide any details.
Still, there were reports
of heavy-handed tactics in
some places. The Council on
American-Islamic Relations
provided several examples,
including a young Pakistani
man who was held for five hours
in las Vegas after books on the
Muslim holiday of Ramadan
and Arabic grammar were
found itr his possession.
"This was viewed as an extension of the ongoing policies that
have been targeting Muslim and
Arab-American communities,"
said CAIR spokesman Ibrahim
Hooper. "These communities
view themselves as law-abiding
and contributing to society in a
very positive way."

Judges ruling against Peterson video considerate of families
"The defendant's right to a fair
trial trumps the public's need to
know,' Delucchl said in making
his rulings.
Meanwhile, jurors deliberated Peterson's fete for a second
day before breaking up around
■I p.m.

By BRIAN SKOLOFF
ASSOCIATED

PRESS WRITER

REDWOOD i in, Calif. - The
judge in Scott Peterson's murder trial ruled Thursday against
allowing video or still cameras
in the courtroom for the verdict,
citing concern for the families
of both the defendant and his
slain wife.
Also Thursday, lodge Allied A
Delucchl ruled that transcripts
front the many private meetings
with attorneys held in the judges
chambers throughout the trial
will remain scaled.

Peterson laces two counts ol
murder in the deaths of his «Ire,
Lad, and the Ictus she carried.

Prosecutors claim Peterson killed
his wife around Christmas Eve
2002, then dumped her weighted
bod) into San I rantisCO Hay Her
badT) decomposed remains and
those oi the fetus were discos

ered four months later, not far
from where Peterson claims to
have been fishing alone the day
she vanished.
Defense lawyers claim someone else abducted and killed the
Modesto woman, then placed
the bodies in the water.
Hie issue ol television coverage pitied both the prosecution and defense against the
news media.
"The public has not seen what
has happened in this trial in a
way thai only can be seen ova
ulcv isinn, argued media attoriii v Rochelle Wilcox during the

open court hearing Thursday.
The judge previously had
agreed to allow television coverage of the verdict, but reversed
his ruling after attorneys on

both sides of the case filed a joint
motion opposing it
Prosecutor Dave Harris told
the judge that cameras would
"focus In on someone's grief,
someone's anguish and that
has nothing to do with teaching what the legal system is
all about."
Delucchi told Wilcox that he
thought the media were "interested more in this verdict as a

BOWLING GREEN
Church of the Nazarene

uaz

.r

Dayspring Assembly of Qod
17360 N I line Hug • Jusi Nonri "I the Woodland Town Center
I aroportanon Available, call Pastor Andy M 419-352-0672
www.dayspringissembly.org

. New Location

the. r

• New Opportunities
■■■fe- New Ministries

a church on the move
www.bqnazarene.org

"His Presence, Our Purpose"
Sunday Morning Worship Sen u o
- tt: 30am 6? 10:30am
Mmulav hvrnmx Fresh Encounter
- 7:OOpm

for Children,
Youth & Adults

1419) 352-2289 • 15341 Gorrill Rd., Bowling Green

VC

public's need to understand,"
Delucchi countered. "But you
know what this case is about.
... You know about the ongoing
publicity ... and you know the
court has to balance the defendant's right to a fair trial against
the public's need to know."
Delucchi said many of the
in-chanthers meeting) have
been about evidentiary issues
that the jury should not hear
about, and that the transcripts
should remain sealed in case
some jurors ignore the judge's
rules to avoid media coverage
of the trial.

spectacle rather than for the
public's confidence in the judicial system."
The verdict will, however, be
captured on a live audio feed,
the judge ruled.
T he judge alsodeniedUIk OX S
motion to unseal the transcripts
from in-chambcrs meetings.
"It's well-established that
these proceedings are required
to be public," Wilcox said. "The

public needs to understand that
the process is fair. ... It needs
to be open and it needs »>
be visible."
"I keep hearing about the

CfiurcR
(Directory
Oun dowi <vte <zluuitf& ofce*i!

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Vineyard
Church

SHKFHKRI)
OKTHK
VALLEY
LUTHERAN
CHURCH
Missouri Synod

in Bowling Green

Saturday Worship
with Communion
5:00pm

Vulfce/v,

Sunday Worship
830 & llOOam

Worship Times

.demonstrating passion for God &
compassion for people..

Sunday @ 10:30 am
meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere
1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419.6868117

■i ;.-- Trodltional
SI

Mil t

Sunday School - 9:00 a.m.
Worship - 10:15 a.m.

in iii-sunjji School
Srrvfa

r«4IMSM19l
I nuil ln,iil> if wind.my

/Vimmc and PnKimminn Christ
HI ilw Henri,'/ Homing Gretn

■
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13101 Five Point Road.
Perrvsburg

ll:30-Conttmponuy
200 Nonh Summit Street
ll« Inig QnU (*»> 4M02-2527
Phuix-JIWSS-WI

College
Bible Study
& Worship

i
■

Moni!
'pm

15 minutes North of Bowling
i.i.iii off State Route 25
Need Transportation?
Call 419-H74-6U.W
http'/soy-lcms.orK
e-mail: smlcms(a.»cnel.orn

315 S. College Drive - 3 blocks south of campus

(419) 353-9305
Rev. Dale L.Schaotcr •

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
Rev. Chris Young

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
* Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 *
Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30 Sat 8:30- 4:30

Stop in and talk with the friendly staff at

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL 319
ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.

• Spsu ious bedrooms
• lull-size dishwasher
• Built-in microwave

i

.

'

' Free parking s|i,i< i's

Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.Johnnewloverealestate.com

i i.irge (.ip.ic iu washei .v. dryei
• All ess l"> < Opper H<'<'< I' < IllMuMWe
• Free high-speed interne! & < .»l»l<- television
. "True Separations" soundproofing system
. lull -i/r private bathrooms & powder room

Copper ftccch wk
l i V\ N
tl.MMI

111
M

Bowling Green, OH II 10 '
(4191 : . ■ s Hi"

u
-
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ELIZABETH EDWARDS HAS CANCER
WASHINGTON (AP) — Elizabeth Edwards, wife of
former Democratic vice presidential candidate John
Edwards, was diagnosed with breast cancer the day
her husband and Sen. John Kerry conceded the
presidential race. Spokesman David Ginsberg said
Mrs. Edwards, 55, discovered a lump in her right breast.

CAMPUS
getalife

Players bank
quick profits

Heated* erf cwrtiMUbn torn
hnp0nt«Lbg««lu/

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Third Annual BGSU Research
Conference
Union

By Rob Kaiser

entry fees.
People trying to bank quick
CHICAGO — Nate Silver quit his online profits are reminiscent
$55,000-a-year financial consult - of another recent Internet phenomena: day traders.
ing job in April to play poker.
Rather than making rapidSo far it's been a wise career
move: The 26-year-old Silver fire stock trades online, these
expects to make more than gamblers seek profits by leverag$100,000 this year playing ing small advantages with their
the card game, mainly on the poker experience, discipline and
statistical savvy. While their gains
Internet.
Silver belongs to a new gen- and losses vary widely day to
eration of poker players who day, experienced players say the
feast on the growing number odds are heavily in their favor in
of novices taking up poker after the long run.
Mike Kim, who lives in Lincoln
watching televised contests.
While few players go to the Park, Mich., said he plays online
extreme of quitting their jobs, poker every day, sometimes for a
many spend their evenings couple of hours and sometimes
stalking sites like PartyPoker. for 12 hours straight. He said his
com and PokerStars.com, pocketing an extra 520,000 or $30,000
"I had no idea it
annually on top of their regular
salaries.
would become my
And as more novices keep
appearing, opportunity grows full-time job. I didn't
for experienced players.
find a job when I
"You'll see people make tergraduated so I just
rible plays routinely,'' said Silver,
who lives in Wrigleyville. III.
kept playing for
"For the most part these peomoney."
ple call too much and play too
aggressively."
Online poker has exploded
MIKE KIM
along with the recent surge of
interest in the game.
In lanuary 2003, $11.1 million average winnings are $15,000 a
was wagered on the major poker month.
"I had no idea it would
sites. That number rocketed to
$136.1 million in September, become my full-time job," said
according to PokerPulse.com. Kim. who started playing online
which tracks activity on 21 of nearly a year ago while studying
mechanical engineering at the
the largest poker sites.
Total gambling at poker sites University of Illinois "I didn't
will easity clear $1 billion this find a job when I graduated so I
year, based on PokerPulse's just kept playing for money."
1 he 23-year-old Kim is no lonfigures, which likely undercount total betting since the)' ger looking for a job, although
do not include popular online his family is concerned he will
poker tournaments that charge lose money.

Kit CAMPUS

8 a. in. - 6 p. m.

Design Exposition, Architecture
322 Union Galleries
Otcfcemjn ■'■

»I WORK Nate Silver plays poker online as his primary source of income

"At first they didn't like it
because they thought I was
gambling," Kim said. "When 1
told them how much money
I made, they kind of understood I couldn't go back to a
regular job."
Internet poker offers experienced players some advantages,
particularly the ability to play
at multiple tables at the same
time. Online games generally
go faster than casino games,
and by playing three or four
tables simultaneously, players
can easily participate in more
than 200 hands an hour.
The main disadvantage
of Internet play for poker
pros is the inability to "read"
competitors _ noticing small
ticks and other mannerisms
that can reveal if somebody
is holding a strong hand or
bluffing.
"It's hard to read someone if
they don't know if they have a
goodhand/'saidlimKaramanis,
a Chicago attorney who plays
online and in-person poker
recreationally.
Nobody tracks how many
people play poker for a living,
but the number appears to be
growing.
"Certainly at this point there
are thousands," said Greg
Raymer, who left his job as a

patent attorney at Pfizer Inc.
after winning $5 million this
year at poker's biggest event,
the World Series of Poker.
The lure of Internet poker
has intensified since Raymer
and the 2003 World Series winner gained entry into the casino
events, which were broadcast
on ESPN, by winning online
tournaments.
Signing on to EmpirePoker.
com one Tuesday afternoon, Silver put $1,000 into
his account and folded most
hands before the first round of
betting, losing his $15 ante. On
the first hand he played, Silver
lost $170.
"If I lose $170 on a hand, it's
nothing," Silver said. "You can't
let it get to you."
Silver usually plays on weekday evenings and sometimes
stays up until sunrise so he
can play against aggressive
Scandinavian players.
"My sleep schedule has been
terrible recently," said Silver,
who also does work for Baseball
Prospectus, which does statistical analysis of baseball games.
Silver said he's done much
better financially with online
poker than he expected, though
he and other players acknowledge their profitable poker days
may not be long-lived.

8 p.m.
Bowling Green Opera Theater
The Marriage of Figaro
KobackerHall
8 p.m.
Family Weekend 2004 Karaoke in
the Pub
Black Swamp Pub
Noon -3 p.m.
Men's Chorus 1 lol-Tub-a-Thon
West of Education Building
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
CMAI Annual Campus-Wide
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket
Sales
424 Saddlemire Student Services
10 a.m.-Noon
Latter-Day Saints Student
Association Information Table
Union Lobby
M) a.m. ■ 3 p.m.

(toncert, Sponsored by UAO
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Red Ghost: Myth of War
Union Lobby
11a.m.-lp.m.
UK Abroad table. Sponsored by
International Programs
Union lobby
11 .i.in. - 2 | u 11.

Bikes for'hikes Information
Talbe
Union lobby
11 a. in. - 2 p.m.

ticket Sales for Opera "The
Marriage of Figaro"
Union lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Miss Black and
Gold Pageant
Union Lobby
12 p.m.-4 p.m.
T-Shirt Sales Sponsored by
Creative Minds Movement
Union lobby
12:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Ladies Appreciation Night
Information Table
Union lobby

Ticket Sales for Ben Folds

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Check out the on-line Schedule of Classes for the|
most up-to-date Spring 2005 classes at
http://webapps/bgsu.edu/classes/search.php
|

Sponsored by Advising Network

ATTENTION:
SOn I OP CjJJte taken on WOV. dra-atll from
POrtrClitS] ^m-^ at the Black Swamp Pub.
—

~

Portrait sessions are free with a purchasing option.

To Schedule an appointment,
call the KEY Yearbook at 372-8086.

Get your portrait taken and your name

will automatically be added to the guest list for:

The KEY Yearbook's

enior night
on Nov. 9th from Hpm-2am
at the Black Swamp Pub featuring...

live music bv

Rooted Truth

cash tav
See you there!
i.- ■»
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QUOTEI'XQI WE

OPINION

"I am standing next to the president's bed,
he is in grave condition."
Yasser Arafat's thiel ol staff. Kamzi Khoury.to an .Associated Press reporter,
denying rumors of the Palestinian president's death. As of Thursday night.
Aralal was in a coma in a hospital in Paris.

I WIRE EDITORIAL CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY-LONG BEACH

ban gay marriage

Eleven stales added a referendum to the ballot Tuesday con
coining the union of marriage
and voters in 11 states decided
against allowing same-sex mar
riage.Opponents of President
George W Bush and his views
on gay mairiage — that it should
not be legal — feel his stance on
the issue cost him votes in the
election.
Conservative supporters of
Bush feel his stance will bring
him a stronger support base during the coming year from those

who believe in the traditional
family unit But his view on marriage is more likely to divide the
country on yet another issue.
Bush has said that states can
do what they want on the issue,
and is leaving it up to the stales
10 decide where they Stand on
same-sex marriage.
I liegon is the only state of the

11 that allowed more than 3.000
same-sex marriages earlier this
year before being forced lo stop
by an Oregon judge. Because of
this support for gay marriage,

irniXSTOTHE

it was predicted that Oregon
would allow gay marriage. Yet
Oregon also voted against the
amendment
Mississippi, Montana and
Oregon's proposed amendments
specifically state that marriage
should be limited to one man
and one woman, but do not refer
to civil unions Arkansas, Georgia,
Kentucky, Michigan, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma and
Utah contain amendments that
would ban civil unions, according to the Associated Press.

1 I?

Free speech zone not
exempt from federal law
It appears to me that members of the College
I icmocrats and Reach Out do not understand
federal voting laws. The law clearly states that you
cannot have any signs, where political badges and
propaganda, or solicit votes within 100 yards of a
voting entrance. It is clear to me and anyone else
who walked past the Union on Tuesday that this
law was not adhered to.
I he reason their signs were taken was simple
obedience to the law. Just because die area is designated as free speech docs not mean that other
federal laws do not apply to the area. If this were
the case, why haven't other areas tried this?
Furthermore, die fad dial a member of the
administration, namely Wanda Overland, would
condone die signs being left up is appalling. This
is a blatant disregard for federal law! I low can die
University tolerate this behavior? Are we above ihe
law because we are a state institution? I think not.
At the very least, some sort of formal discipline
should be enacted on her.
As for the bitter democrats who are flooding
the pages of the newspaper with discontent, did
you fail to listen to Kerry's concession speech? He
asked America to unite for a common purpose.
I only hope that we can work together to achieve
real progress instead of arguing over free speech in
federally prohibited areas.

CHARLES SCHEROT
STUDENT

Bush will not silence
liberal values, beliefs
I he light has just begun. Despite )ohn Kerry's loss
to President Bush our battle is not over. In the
mining days President Bush will attempt to reach
across the aisle and try to close the gap between
the left and the right, and I answer this by saying
NO. We will be asked to lay down our arms, and
silence our voices, so that America can begin to
"heal." I ask you to remember why we need to heal,
what caused the wound that now must be closed.
It is the man sitting in the White House and we
must not back down. If we silence our dissent then
we have lost everything dial we have spent the last
year fighting for. We may have lost our front man,
but we are still a unified voice.
Bush has declared his victory a mandate, and
wOl immediately begin to wage war on OUR
values, and on OUR rights. He will try to appoint
judges that will take away a woman's rights. He will
continue his Christian conservative agenda and
fight gay marriage. He will expand the war in the
Middle East requiring our nation's youth to spill
their blood on foreign soil. I le will fail to secure our
nations ports, fund our schools, or help the impoverished. He will continue to divide this nation.
As liberals, we are painted as weak, soft, and willing to give up by the conservative right. Now has
come to prove them wrong.
Now more then ever we must fight, we must call
out to our representatives in Congress to block legislation we do not agree with. We must be the voice
of dissent whenever possible in this nation. We are
a country under attack, by not only terrorism, but
by Christian fundamentalists who wish to impose
their morals on the nation.
I call on all liberals to fight this administration on

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Howling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
I.-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

In
Arkansas,
Michigan,
Montana, North Dakota, Ohio
and Oregon, church-backed
groups worked to petition the
public in order to get the measure on this year's ballot. In other
states, legislators placed the
ballot measures.
The fact that citizens were so
concerned that they actually
worked to have their legislature
included on the ballot shows
how important this amendment
is to many Americans
Bariier this year, Louisiana

tried to ban not only same-sex ing to the Associated Press.
The North Dakota Family
marriage, but also civil unioas
common-law relationships and Alliance collected 16,405 signatures over what they needed to
domestic partnerships.
North Dakota is also working to create a ballot measure. North
abolish the same-sex civil union. Dakota effectively banned sameRobert Uebel, the Equality North sex marriages on Tuesday.
The American people have
Dakota chairman, was right to
believe that people would vote overwhelmingly chosen to ban
same-sex marriages to the chaagainst the amendment.
Uebel feels that many people grin of rights activists everywhere.
have been easily swayed on the The gay and lesbian movement
issue, and are afraid the amend- worldwide has taken a strong hit
ment will also affect the legality of and now all they can do is try to
domestic partnerships, accord- recover.

t PEOPLE Anger understood,
0NTHE STREET so let it all out now

every level, protest the moves made in Washington.
Fight for the values that we believe in. We are guaranteed the right to pursue life, liberty, and happiness, if we silence our voices now we lose those

rights.

What would you rather
see this weekend: the
football game or the
Ben Folds concert?

SAM ADAMS
STUDENT

Democrats lost more in
election than President
As you all know by now. the long awaited election
of 2004 is finally over. Now Bush was elected with
the popular vote and the electoral vote, there is no
debate, four more years of Bush! But this is not die
only thing for Democrats to be mad about.
The Democrats lost seats in the Senate and die
House of Representatives. The most important loss
is Tom Daschle, die minority leader. Daschle was
the most senior elected official for the Democrats.
This was the first loss by an incumbent leader in
the senate since 1952! But are all of these losses die
biggest surprise for Democrats?
The biggest surprise was how the Democrat's
plan backfired. Their plan was to get young voters
like you and me to vote. Rock the Vote, and die
VOTE or Die programs and tried to register voters
and put Bush out of office. Rock the Vote came up
with a faulty draft scare e-mail to get young voters
against Bush, even though Bush clearly is against
the draft. Even after die draft bill was shot down in
Congress, Rock the Vote would not give in and continued to say that the Congress vote was unfair.
The consensus of most political analysts before
the election was that the more voters that came
out, the better advantage Democrats had.
All the media was talking about before the election was die curve ball that first time voters would
throw into the election. When all these tactics that
supposedly would get young people to vote for
Kerry were done, their worst fear came true.
Not all young people vote Democrat! What a
shock for them to see that their plans backfired.
Well at least there is 2008, Democrats!

ERICA BAUGHMAN
SENIOR, SOCIOLOGY

"The football game. ...
tailgating."

BIANCA HUTCHINS0N
SENIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"I would never miss a
football game."

KYLE KLEMAN
STUDENT

ANDREA FLORES

North must follow suit,
secede from the union
I write this in response to Adam Murphy's column,
"Second American Civil War" that appeared in
yesterday's BG News I want him and all others
to know that I violendy agree widi this statement.
The ideological separation in the country has in
fact broke it in half and I do not feel that mending
the deep division is possible
Therefore, I simply want Adam especially and
anybody else interested to read a letter that I have
begun sending to our state representatives: Senator
Voinovich, District 6 Ohio House representative
Iatta and State Senator Gardner. I hope that Adam
and anybody else who sees the light as cleariy as
I do now that the fog has lifted from the land, and
anybody Conservative who is not fully anchored
by the far right of their right wing the KKK and
the racial separatists, will join us in the Northern
Secessionist movement:
Dear State Senator Gardner,

SOPHOMORE, POLITICAL
SCIENCE/WOMEN'S STUDIES

"Football game,
because Erica and I
want to see Spandex."

TYLER HAWES
FRESHMAN, MARKETING

"Neither. I'd rather see
Erica's mother in a
hot tub."

Great. Four more years
of a crazy man running
the country. Morality
is being legislated. Four more
years until freedom. Rednecks
should secede from the Union
again. Screw you guys — I'm
going to Canada.
Sound familiar?
It's all I've been hearing on
campus since Wednesday morning when President Bush won
die election. like it or not, he will
have three years to improve the
country.
Three. Not four.
This first year will lie filled with
more hatred, frustration and
angst because Democrats did
not get their man elected.
It's prevalent on all of our away
messages. Look at your friends'
profiles and see just how many
of them are outraged.
It's prevalent at Ohio
University. Students in Athens
celebrating Bush's re-election
were egged, flashed and struck
by people who obviously didn't
vote for Bush.
Young America — which heavily favored Kerry — is recovering
from the fact that Dubya got the
popular vote this time. If they
can survive hangovers, they will
survive this.
But it will take one year.
One year is the time frazzled
liberals will use to turn to songand-dance men like Michael
Moore and Eminem for support.
One year is the estimated time
it will take to officially become
a Canadian citizen. Reuters
reports Canadian officials warn
"disgruntied Democrats" not to
expect a fast path to citizenship.
One year is the time it will
take for John Kerry's concession
speech to set into their heads
When Kerry admitted defeat, he
also called to his supporters to
work together with their opponents to work towards a common goal. A CNN/USA Today/
Gallup poll says 57 percent of
Americans share diis optimism.
Thirty-nine percent say the
nation will stay divided.
The youth movement — actually, the collective of all frustrated
persons — can be likened to a 15year old girl. People are screaming that Bush is the worst president in the history of America.
Can you picture it?
"Bush is the worst President
ever! When I turn 181 am soooo
out of here!" (Runs to room,
slams door.) "I'm never coming
ouU Never!"
They'll be back in a year.
Teenagers are all talk.
The grief is understood, and
Bush supporters must see that
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"Young America is
recovering from the
fact that Dubya got
the popular vote
this time. If they can
survive hangovers,
they will survive this."
Kerry supporters are ever-present in BG. (Living with two such
people, I know this too well.)
Hope should not be lost,
because look at Tuesday:
Democracy worked. The election
was decided by the voters, not
the courts We withstood long
hours and skirted previous obligations to have our voice heard.
And it was heard, because only
3.5 million more people voted
for Bush. Here in Ohio, the difference — taking into consideration uncounted provisional ballots — will be around six figures.
That's close, and there's no
need to fret over reckless partisan legislation. It wont happen.
Republican Sen. Aden Specter
urged Bush not to do this. Since
the margin of victory was by a
pair of percentage points, smart
politics will drive Bush to working togedier with the donkeys of
D. C. and help America.
Everyone agrees the nation
needs more high-paying jobs
and better education. The crux
of the frustration conies through
Bush's hard stances on controversial issues, and his reasoning
stems from morality.
As students, we tend to dwell
on controversial issues — stemcell research, abortion, gay marriage and pre-emptive military
action — and often drown in
ideology, sometimes forgetting
the big picture. The majority of
problems in America lie not in
"wedge issues," but rather in the
no-brainer agenda: increasing
the standard of living.
In his acceptance speech,
Bush spoke to Kerry voters: "To
make this nation stronger and
better I will need your support,
and I will work to earn it I will
do all I can do to deserve your
trust."
Bush may be against stemcell research and gay marriage,
but his vision — futile without
bi-partisan support — will be
tested in the next four years.
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lime to start a liberal nation
I was the biggest brat who
ever lived on Wednesday
afternoon.
When the news broke that
John Kerry had conceded, 1 was
inconsolable. I was reduced to a
little kid throwing a tantrum. It
was all too distressing for me to
handle maturely.
I screamed, I swore, 1 stomped
my feet. 1 was not about to be a
grown-up about it.
But I should not feel like 1
need to brush it off so easily. I
voted. I registered other people
to vote. I told other people to
vote. I debated for hours with
almost everyone 1 knew, and
even people I didn't, in the
months prior to the election.
I have every right to bitch
about this for the next four years,
and I fully intend to.
Not only did we lose the
presidency, but we lost seats in
Congress. Now, we get to combat
a Republican legislature, in addition to a president who will not
have to kiss up to voters for reelection again.
The liberal/progressive/
Democratic population of this
country is going to be miserable
for the next four years.
Fortunately. I have a plan to
avoid this misery.
Let's start our own nation.
Half of us want nothing to do
with anything the Republicans
stand for.
We have never been so polarized. Bush supporters are
ecstatic right now. Everyone
else is furious. There is no "inbetween" reaction.
A liberal/progressive/
Democratic ideology is held by
more than just a minority. We
are not a minority at all — there
are tons of us! We won California
and all of New F.ngland by a
landslide, and we always do.
That's a big enough chunk of
the population to begin a new
nation.
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Will it work?
Maybe. But don't dismiss it
right away. Or even a year from
now.
That passion you used to voice

retain the Midwest and Southern
regions to create the new and
improved United State... of
Texas.
Opinion Columnist
Here, Bush can preside over a
populace that largely supports
liberals deserve a place to call his antics.
Here, the high concentration
our own. I'm tired of sharing
with Republicans who misrepre- of homophobic Christian fanatsent us to the rest of the worid.
ics can continue preaching their
"moral superiority" undisturbed,
(icographically speaking, this
may be difficult to pull off. The
while salivating at the thought of
stripping people of their rights.
people we want to include in
our new nation (I'm thinking of
Here, filthy rich corporate
scum can flock, and continue
calling it, "The United States of
their trend of not caring about
Liberica") live at opposite ends
anyone but themselves in peace.
of the country.
And finally, here, Republicans
1 lowever, all of the states that
can continue to live in a world ol
Kerry conquered line up nicely
for an alliance with Canada. I
ignorance. They can rape their
land without interference from
don't know how many times 1
pesky environmentalists. They
talked to Democrats who swore
can trample all over civil rights.
they would be on the first bus to
Ontario if Bush won the election. They can underfund their own
schools and cut their own health
1 also talked to a lot of Bush
care. They can halt the advancesupporters who said they would
ment of science dead in its
do the same if Kerry won. This
is amusing, since Canada is not
tracks once and for all.
And the rest of us won't
exactly a breeding ground for
have to suffer any of it. Nope,
conservative activism.
because we'll all be chilling in
Anyway, we have to join
liberica.
Canada We have more in comIf we don't secede from this
mon with the Canucks than we
country, the United States of
do with the morons of middle
Texas will be a reality. Not just
and southern America, anyway.
for the Republicans, but for all of
What have we got to lose?
us. This was our chance to take
California, all the New
England States. Illinois, Michigan our country back, and we narrowly missed the opportunity.
...they're all going. Hawaii's
As a liberal Democrat, I did
going too. One of the maps 1
everything I was supposed to for
saw on the Internet for the prothis election. But I'm still going
posed "Canada 2.0" calls Hawaii
to get screwed over the next four
the "Tropic of Canada."
years by the Republican strongI realize that as Ohioans, we
will have to relocate to one of the hold in our government, as they
continue to make decisions I
aforementioned states in order
just don't agree with.
to become a part of this new
I'm sick of sharing my country
liberal haven. This is not a probwith conservatives and their
lem. You won't see me griping
defective, ridiculous agendas.
about moving to warm-weathIt is enough to make me want
ered LA., hip Manhattan, or the
intellectually-sound Boston to
out.
be a part of liberica.
E-mail Megan with comments
Meanwhile, the pro-Bush
at schmmeg@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
expanse of the country can

MEGAN
SCHMIDT

your opinion this past Tuesday
should not be lost just because
the outcome didn't fall in your
favor. Holding a grudge because
one doesn't get their way is
something that 15-year-old girl
would do.

And if you have seriously given
up on America, consider investing in a Maple leafs jacket and
get in line.
E-mail Matt with comments at
msussma@bgnet.bgsu.e<lu.
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Northern secession now! I
ask that you fight for northern
secession from the United
States. It is no longer in our
economic or political interests
to remain associated with the
U.S. We have no voice in the
federal government now, and
it is clear that the Union is prepared to move forward into the
21st century and that the South

is prepared to take us all into
darkness. I appeal to your consciousness to look deep within
and speculate on the next
twenty years and see that the
deep division in this country
has in fact broke it in half.
There is a dark specter looming to the South and if you fail
to see it now and join with our
brethren on the East coast,
Michigan and the Great lakes
states you will turn a blind eye

to that which is already inevitable. Our cousins in the Eastern
Coast block are undoubtedly discussing this at this very
moment and I plead for you to
persuade Ohio to go with them.
The Union rides again!
If you feel this is as true as
you say, then go the next step
and please send similar lettei s
or this one to your Ohio taps,
and please start organizing your
soldiers in a timely fashic in
Adam, your column is brave
and you see the future accurately. 1 only can hope that you
are prepared to deal widi the
consequence of what you have
realized, as the Republicans
must now face the consequences that they now see clearly, that
they have let their dog of war off
its chain in the White I louse.

WILLIAM DUVALL
BOWLING GREEN

Illustration by Mattel White

martelw@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Editor's note: Send a
letter to the editor to
thenews@bgnews.com.
Your letters are what
make this newspaper
the voice of the campus.

BGSPORTS
BRIEFING
Falcon fans featured
on Fox Sports Net
i inn- will bo a 4-minute fee
tuie on "Falcon football Ban
Support" during this Saturday's
football game against Western
Michigan, It will air during the
halftlme show of the Rw Sports
Net game broadcast
The feature will also be shown
on the Doyl I'erry Stadium
lumbotron approxiinaich 38
minutes prior to the start of the
name, which begins at i p.m.
Saturdays name will be broadcast on multiple networks, and
ii will be featured as the "MAC
Game of the Wide"

BG stands
tough on the
ice against
Notre Dame
Malt Hawkins
SPORTS RtPORTER

I.ately the Falcons have been
getting much needed help
from more than just their everyday stars.
At 8:10 of the third period the
I alrons bench erupted after sophomore forward Dana Hanson
scored the game-winning goal In
the Falcons 3-1 victory over Notre
Dame on Thursday
But it was more than just a
game winning goal for 1 lanson, it
was also his first ever point in his
37 game career.
"I actually just came off the
bench." I lanson said. The goalie
was just kind of scrambling to get
back in his net, I saw die open
net and fired it on net. It was kind
of a bad angle but I was lucky it
went in."
Falcon head coach Scott
Paluch said Hanson has always
had a strong work ethic and with
the way he has scored goals in
practice, his chance had to come
sooner or later.
"It's a hard thing to do when
you go through a full season and
\ not get a point; that can wear at
:. people," Paluch said. "Dana's a
strong kid. He brings a lot to the
I game with his hard work. It was
obviously a matter of time."
I lanson's goal gave the Falcons
a boost as they are now over
.500 (2-1-01 in CC11A conference
games for the first time since
1999, The Falcons are also off to
their best overall start in eight
years (4-1-0overall).
"I think it was a big goal for the
team," 1 lanson said. "We've been
batding a lot for the last couple
melts, It was a key goal at a key
time to put us up at the end of
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leers stun Notre Dame, 3-1
keep his team in the game.
Right from the start of the game, the Falcons
The Falcon hockey team came out flying last looked strong as they out hustled and out shot
night as they put up 17 shots in the first period the Irish 17 to 9 in the first period.
DerekVVhitmore capitalized on the first poweren route to a 3-1 CC2 LA win over the l-'ighting
play of the night for the Falcons giving BG a 1-0
Irish of Notre Dame.
Dana Hanson got the game-winner, scoring lead just 6:30 in. John Mazzei picked up an assist
his first ever-collegiate goal at 8:10 in the third as his shot went off the boards behind the net
period. Alex tester and Michael 1 lodgson picked and came out to VVhitmore in front of die net,
up assists on the play as Hanson got a rebound who put it in over Cey's left shoulder for his secoil the boards and shot it in from the right circle. ond of the year.
Hie second period didn't go so well for the
"I had just come off the bench, someone
had just taken a shot, it went in and bounced Ralconsasthe Irish out-shot them 11 to 9.
Mark Van Guilder skated in from die right of
off behind the net and out on the other side,"
I lanson said. "The goalie was scrambling to get the net and put a shot in over Sigalct's shoulder
hack to his net. I saw the open net so I just kind of at 8:54 to tie the game at 1-1. Cory Mel can and
picked up an assist on the goal.
just fired it on net and luckily it went it"
In the final period, the Falcons put the
Ionian Sigalet recorded 30 saves on the night,
including 21 in the final two periods to keep die game away with two players getting their first
career goals.
Irish at bav.
After Hanson's game winner at die 8:10
Morgan Cey made 34 saves on die night lor
the Irish, which included 16 in the first period to
RECAP. PAGE 8
Kevin Shields

SENIOR REP0R1ER

MikaMetzgn BGNews
HOT PURSUIT: BG's Alex Foster, right, chases a Notre Dame player before
knocking him into the boards. Foster had a goal and an assist in the game.

Defense looks to lead Falcons
mm

sm **

ting late scores when the game is out
of reach.
FacingVVestemMichigan(l-7,0-5)Siitui.l,i\.
An overlooked aspect of the surge in the Falcon
football season (6-2,4-1 in conference) has been the the BG defense lines up against an offense that
shows flashes of brilliance, but often self desmicts.
consistent play of the defense.
They are second to last in the conference with 23
Week in and week out, the offense is given all the glory and
hype with the big numbers they put up, but the BG defenders turnovers and last in turnover margin at -1.62 per game.
have done a solid job preventing opposing teams from staying Their troubles keeping the ball have resulted in several close losses, including last week against Central
in games.
After a rocky start to die season, the Falcons rank second in Michigan. CMU trailed by 14 points heading into the
the Mid-American Conference in scoring defense, allow- fourth quarter only to rally to tie the score and win
ing 20.4 points per game. That number is especially in overtime, 24-21. A WMU fumble on their
impressive considering the offense is leading the own 25-yard line led to the Chippewas
conference in scoring with 41.4 points per
FOOTBALL, PAGEj
game, resulting in opposing teams getBy Adam Hritzak

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

HOCKEY, PAGE 7

Geveland falls
to Heat, 92-86

Falcons soaring
high on optimism
After a week of posi\ tive self-talk, BG vol'■ leyball tries to end
a three-game skid
■ against Kent St and
Akron this weekend.
BylasonADixon
SENIOR REPORTER

In the stillness of Anderson
Arena Bowling Green State volleyball coach Denise Van De
Walle issued a challenge to her
team just before yesterday's
3 p.m. practice that was both
; introspective and inspiring.
After she told the Falcons
! about a I'indlay high school vol: leyball player who tore her ACL
'. right before the team's biggest
; inatchoftheyearagainstToledo
{ St. Ursula, senior tri-captain
{ Melissa Mohr read a quote by
I Hall of Fame basketball coach
} John Wooden.
"Do not let what you cannot
; do interfere with what you can
: do," Mohr said reading from a
' piece of paper.
Moments later a championship like euphoria erupted in
I the gymnasium as BG players
1 started clapping and chanting
J'T am a good blocker," followed
? by" We will beat Kent State... We
2 will beat Akron." 25 times.

Van De Walle said the strategy was used to reinforce the
idea of positive self-talk.
"We do this everyday... They
get a feel lor what they need to
work on and continuously tell
themselves they're great at it,"
she said. "They're goal is they've
got to tell themselves 'I'm great
hitter, I'm a great blocker, I'm
a great setter' 100 times a day.
They started on Monday and by
the time they play Kent State
they have to believe it."
That time has come for the
Falcons, who will see if the psychological approach pays dividends this weekend when they
travel to the M.A.C. Center to
face the Golden Flashes tomorrow night at 7 p.m.
BG also faces the Akron
Zips in lames A. Rhodes Arena
Sunday at 2 p.m., which will end
their Mid-American Conference
BanSmnter BGNews
regular-season road schedule.
REJECTED: Bowling Green freshmen Stephanie Swiger blocks a spike
Van De Walle said the team attempt during a game against Cleveland State in September.
has been pretty upbeat despite
losing two tough home games to can make or break us in the lost four of their last five conWestern and Eastern Michigan standings, especially since Kent test, including two consecutive
last weekend.
is behind us with five wins and games to Kent State and Akron
"I think that we know that we Akron is behind them with four," dating back to 2002.
"If you were to ask our players
had a letdown, but we're work- Van De Walle said. "Two wins
ing extremely hard to get ready this weekend ... could secure a they would probably say they're
for Kent and Akron," she said. home match on that Tuesday expecting to win both games,"
"It's interesting that we play of MAC Tournament week and she said. "They know Kent and
Akron are probably saying the
Saturday and Sunday this week, that's our goal."
which is new to us kind of, so we
The Falcons (13-11,6-6)) enter same thing, because there's not
get an extra day of practice.
into the weekend with a 5-7 road
"We know that these matches record on the season and have
VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 7
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By Tim Reynolds
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Shaquille O'Neal made sure the
arena was filled. Dwyane Wade
took care of sending die record
crowd home happy.
Wade scored 28 points and
O'Neal added 17 points and
nine rebounds in his home
debut for his new team as
Miami beat the Cleveland
Cavaliers 92-86 Thursday night
before 20,235 Shaq-crazed fans
— the largest crowd to see a
Heat home game.
O'Neal scored the game's
first points on Miami's opening
possession and the 1 leat never
trailed, just as they didn't at any
time in Wednesday's 23-point
win at New lersey.
"1 knew what I was doing
when 1 got traded," said O'Neal,
who was shipped to Miami by
the Los Angeles Lakers over the
summer. I'm a student of the
game. I wanted to go somewhere where I wouldn't have to
start over. This is the team."
Udonis Haslem had 15
points and Rasual Butler
added 11 for Miami, off to a
2-0 start for the fourth time in
its 17-year history.
Drew Gooden had 24 points
and LeBron lames had 21
points and eight rebounds
for Cleveland (0-2). Zydrunas
llgauskas, who tied a careerhigh with 35 points Wednesday
in a double-overtime loss to

Indiana, managed just eight
against the Heat.
Cleveland was within 61-60
with 4:59 remaining in the third,
but Wade scored six points in a
12-6 run that pushed Miami's
lead to 73-66 at the end of the
quarter. Wade made 10 of 20
shots, plus added six rebounds,
five assists, three steals and
three blocked shots.
"That's one of the best performances I've seen from a secondyear player," O'Neal said.
A 12-6 Miami mn midway
through the fourth quarter,
with I laslem getting five points,
sealed the win. Over the final 17
minutes, Miami held Cleveland
to 32.3 percent shooting.
A year ago, the crowd for
Miami's home opener was
announced at 15,825 to
reflect the number of tickets sold; perhaps 10,000 fans
were actually in the arena. No
numerical creativity was necessary Thursday.
Most of the fans were seated just to see O'Neal arrive
for pregame warmups. They
cheered when his face flashed
on the jumbotron screens during the national anthem. And
perhaps the loudest shouts
came with 8:14 left in the first
quarter, when he leaped over
the Heat bench trying to save
a loose ball.
Until now, Miami's largest
CAVS. PAGE 7
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Browns seek more defensive pressure
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Browns coach Butch Davis is in
a bit of a rush to improve his
defense's pass rush.
There isan urgency to it." Davis
said "It's a very important part of
what we want to accomplish.
"It is kind of a catch-22 because
we have made it an emphasis to
stop the run. We probably haven't
focused a significant amount of
time in trying to stop the pass,
have not done a good job of
getting as much pressure as we
would like."
The Browns did both in a 20-3
win over Baltimore in the season
opener. They held Jam ill lewis lo
57 yards and put the game away
when defensive tackle kenard
lang got two of his three sacks
on consecutive plays and forced
a fumble by Ravens quarterback
Kyle Boiler that led to a Cleveland
touchdown in the fourth quarter.
A year ago, lewis rushed for a
total of 500 yards in Baltimore's
two lopsided wins — hence the
Browns' concern at improving
their mil defense.
Cleveland now ranks 11 ill
against the run, but only 26th
in pass defense entering it-, key
All: North rematch Sunday
night in Baltimore.
Davis woni blame the defensive line for a lack of pressure, but

wants others to step up and help.
"One of the things that is blatantly evident is that the 11 sacks
we currently have are all by defensive linemen," he said.
It has been 11 games since
a non-lineman got a sack for
Cleveland, when Andra Davis did
it Nov. 30 in Seattle.
"It can happen any given game,
you never know when you might
get one," said the middle linebacker, who had a career-high
four sacks last Nov. 9 against
Kansas City.
"In that game, coach schemed
it up so good that if I didn't gel it.
Be i Taylor coming from die weak
side would have. But as good as
our defensive line is I'll go with
them. They had a great game
against Baltimore."
Lang and defensive end
I benc/cr Ekuban share the team
lead with four sacks apiece —
causing opponents to alter their
blocking schemes in an effort to
stop them.
In turn, the Browns have
tried other ways to free up their
pass rushers.
"Sacks are not overrated," Butch
Davis said. "But pressure and
getting the quarterback to throw
before timing and the receivers
make their Cuts is just as important."

Volleyball in
search of a win
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 6
that much difference in our
MAC records.
"It's always tough to win
on the road in this confei
ence, but we haven't really
been talking about what
will be going on at their places." Van De VValle said. "We're
lust focusing on our side
of the net."
KSU (8-12, 5-8) has lost six
of their last seven games, but
Van De VValle still believes

the (.olden Flashes are a dan
genius team, mainly because

of Danielle Holt who is
fourth in the MAC with 4.78
kills pel game
I'hc Zips (12-11, 4-71, coming off a loss to Toledo last
Saturday, are led by Rachel
Hush's 12.48 assisis and Lori
Snyder's 5.65 digs per game.
"They've (Kent State) got
IWII very dynamic outside hit
tere... 1 hei r setter does a rea I ly
nice job lor I hem to and Akron
is always tough at home. Van
De Walk said. "So we know
it's going to be a battle with
both games, but It's a battle
that we'll be prepared for."

Second-year linebacker Chatin
Thompson said his job more
often than not is to provide strong
coverage rather than pressure.
"Our linemen do a great job."
he said. "So maybe if we keep
another man back in coverage,
it gives our guys up front the
chance to flush out the quarterback, make him hurry, or get
a sack."
Thompson said intensity on
every play, however, wil I be more
important against the Havens.
"It's got to be an attitude and
we had that in the first meeting,"
he said. "You'vegot tobringyour
game and hit them hard. If you
don't have an attitude to go with
your game plan, then you can't
stop anybody."
linebacker Kevin Bent ley
believes an additional blitz or
two might be in order against
Boiler, who has been sacked 19
times in seven games.
"I think I can blitz, but it's not
my call," said Bentley. "You can
blitz, in any situation, really. I'm
comfortable doing it — but my
focus is on staying within the
game plan and executing on
every play."
IExecution on defense, or lack
of it by an offensive line, leads to
sacks, Andra Davis said.
"Most sacks are the result of

MarkOuncan AP Photo

REACH FOR IT: Cleveland Browns quarterback Jeff Garcia, left, dives into the end zone for a four- yard touchdown
in the grasp of Philadelphia Eagles' Brian Dawkins late in the tourth quarter Sunday in Cleveland.
mistakes by the offense," he said.
"Especially in an intense game
like this one will be Sunday.

Shaq pleases crowd
CAVS.FR0MPAGE6
regular-season crowds were
fueled by the drawing power
of the opponent's star; lames
lured 20,213 last April, and
Michael Ionian's last two
visits with the Washington
Wizards drew an average of
20,135,
I his erowd wanted to see
Shaq. and he wasted little
time winning them over.
"If you have Shaq," James
said, "then you're fine."
He had seven points in the
first 3 1/2 minutes — never
showing any ill effects of
the strained left hamstring
that bothered him through-

"This is going to be no-holds
barred. Everybody is going to
bring out their (rick plays, but

Determination was key

out training camp. O'Neal
played in six-minute spurts
to protect the hamstring,
but remained on the court
until the game's end, i
ndicating that the Heat
isn't overly concerned with
the injury.
O'Neal played 32 minutes, shooting 7-of-17 from
the floor — and 3-for-9 from
the foul line, putting him
off to a 5-for-16 start to the
season from the stripe. He
missed 5 of 6 field-goal tries
alter halftime.
Jeff Mclnnis had 14 points
for Cleveland, which was held
to 38.8 percent shooting.

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 6
the game."
Hanson's hard work and
determination hasn't gone
unnoticed with the rest of
the team either. Senior captain
Ryan Minnabarrict said it was
great to see Hanson get the
game-winning goal.
"Dana works hard every
day," Minnabarriet said. "It's
always a big plus when hard
working guys can get big goals

•

like that."
But Hanson's goal also
gave the Falcons momentum
throughout the rest of the
game, resulting In a BG goal
from freshman forward Ales
Foster, his first of the season.
Paluch said a lot more than
just the same everyday players
helped win this game.
"It's nice when you can get
contributions from different
players and we got that tonight
Paluch said.

Not only should you eat carrots everyday,
you should also read the BG News everyday!

U M I V E

Dinhans

it is going to come down to who
is the most physical and who
makes the leasi mistakes."

S I T Y

•

BGSU Falcons vs. Western Michigan
November 6 -1 p.m. Kickoff

BGSU Spirit Items: Adidas Sideline Apparel - Champion
football t-shirts - Jansport Sweatshirts - The Game Hats

Champion
White Hoodie
S-M-L-XL

Sale Price $25.99
Original Price $37.99

Receive 10% off any BGSU clothing or gift item at
the University Bookstore with game ticket stub on
the day of the game and next day!!!
Store Hours: Thursday 9 - 7:30, Friday 9 - 5:30, Saturday 9 - 5:30,
Sunday Noon - 5:30
All purchases at the University Bookstore support University programs. BiG Charge.
I
Mastercard. Visa. Discover. Cash or Check, accepted
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for over 70 years
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BG faces Broncos
best guy we've seen at wide
receive! '•nice Mark Clayton
tying the game ;it the end ai Oklahoma)" ••aid Hi, sec(ii regulation.
ondary coach Vance loseph.
'Wfestem Michigan is a talent- "(WesternMichigan) is going to
ed team," said BG head coach pul the ball up in the air. Their
Gregg Brandon. "Offensively,
running game is very average.
they can liglu you up at
the drop of a hat. Theii prob- We've got in keep ihem in long
lem is thej i.m'i take care <>l yardage and win those long
yardage downs."
the football."
I lie Falcon secondary lias
[he Broncos feature an
offense that thrives ml the pass- been prtinr to giving up llie big
ing game Quarterback Ryan plaj and must prevent lennings
i ubii has thrown for 1.739 from stretching the field.
"We jusi have io play better
ng yards and 14 touch
downs, but his in interceptions within the scheme," loseph
has shut down quality drives said. "U'e blew two coverages
receiver Greg lennings lasi week (against Eastern
ranks third in the conference in Michigan). We've just got to play
ecerving yards pei game with better and not blow any i twet
i receptions age's and be more consistent on
for B04 yard-, and eight touch- third and Fourth downs."
The game kicks oil al I p.m.
downs on the year.
"lennings is probably the in l)oyi I- Perry Stadium.
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 6

Falcons now 4-1
RECAP, FROM PAGE 6

marie, \le\ Fostei gol bis firsl
collegiate goal with jusi 3:19
to play. His shoi trickled in
past Cey to give the I alcons a
commanding 3-1 lead. Mazzel
and Hen (ieelan picked up
.issisis on the final goal of
the game.
During the lasi minute and
.i half oi the game, the Irish
pulled Cey on a power-play
io give them a i> on i advan-

tage. I lowever, Sigalel came up
big again like he bad all night
and BG held off the final Irish
attack.
"I though ii was a game
that was very similar to the
last three hockey games we
played." head coach Scott
Paluch said. "We came out
with a great deal of energy and
kind of bit a little bit of a wall
in the second period. Jordan
was able to make a lot of key
saves for us in thai period.

BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
Bowling Green's title tor a MAC We and a bowl bid continue
this week when they take on Vfestem Michigan. Oklahoma
and USC's tud tor a national title also continue this week
in tough road games against A&M and Oregon State.
Meanwhile, in Big 10 action, the Buckeyes will try to overcome
their 1.5 point underdog status against Michigan State?
Thafs when you know the Buckeyes are struggling this year.

Western Michigan at
Bowling Green score
Rant
BOWLING GREEN 29 FAVORITE

Marshall at
Akron score
MARSHALL 10 FAVORITE

Ohio State at
Michigan State
MICHGIAN STATE 1.5 FAVORITE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

I I 1
ELLIOTT SCHREINER ADAM HRITZAK

MIKE METZGER

Brandon Drake

63-14 BG

52-17 BG

48-10 BG

52-10 BG

Omar. P.J., Keon and
Cole will all enjoy
time on the sidelines
in the 4th quarter

lust another day at
the office for the
offense. Stat sheet
will be filled up.

BG will win so get
off your butts and.
get to the game!
30.000 in the Doyt!

BG will win an easy
one this week!
Expect an early
aerial assult.

21-17 Marshall

24-10 Marshall

3-2 Akron

31-20 Marshall

This will be surprisingly close, but in
the end, Marshall's
defense prevails.

Bring Herd to us
undefeated in MAC
next week and we'll
give them an L.

Frye won't touch
the Heisman but
he will get Akron in
field goal range.

Is anyone one else
hoping that The
Herd to come to BG
undefeated?

Score

14-10 OSU

31-20 MSU

27-21 MSU

24-17 OSU

Rant

I'm not mad with the
Buckeyes anymore...
unless they lose this
game.

Spartans offense is
on a roll and OSU's
... well, it's just not
to say the least.

OSU would lose to
any Michigan team
this year. Even the
MAC ones.

Buckeyes defense
will step it up and
get the job done
once again.

score

31-14 Oklahoma

48-7 Oklahoma

38-24 Texas A&M

29 27 Texas A&M

Rant

It won't be 77-0, but
it won't be all that
close, either

Nobody can stop
this Sooner club
and Peterson will
dazzle again.

Oklahmoa is amazing but since they
beat BG, it's time
for them to lose.

Sooners will blow
their national
champioship hopes
with a loss here.

Score

28-27 Oregon State

35-31 USC

28-17 USC

45-20 USC

Rant

Oregon will win on, of
all things, a missed
extra-point from USC
kicker Ryan Killeen.

Trojans are too
explosive for OSU,
although the game
will stay close.

I'd love for USC to
lose a game but 1
don't see it happening this week.

Mr. President,
Reggie Bush and
Matt Leinart will
lead the offense.

Ran1

i

No. 2 Oklahoma at
No. 22 Texas A&M
OKLAHOMA 12 FAVORITE

No. 1 USC at
Oregon State
SOUTHERN CAL 17 FAVORITE

t
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THE TRUTH IS...

IT'S fl FULL
8 INCHES,

Falcon football^
BGSU vs. W. Michigan
THIS SATURDAY
1:00 P.M.
Doyt Perry Stadium
FOX SPORTS OHIO

EVEN WHEN IT'S

COLO OUT.

Students don't miss out on your chance to
be on live television and watch the
Falcons take on the Western Michigan
Broncos this Saturdayl

UiWr

The first 10,000 fans will receive a
pair of Cheerstix courtesy of
Moulton Gas!

The first 500 students will receive

^tftW* 1°H»,S

II

SURF. Wf USE TOP-NOTCH INGREDIENTS. BUT OUR
SANDWICHES ORE BISO 2 INCHES BIGGER THAN THE
, NEXT CIWS. BECAUSE IT'S NOT THE MOTION OF THE
OCEAN. BflBM. IT'S THE SIZE OF Y01K SANDWICH

LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWM.

SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY

1616 E. W00STER - 419-352-7200

■

a Falcon football t-shirt from
Sterling University Enciavel

iil
EBEEM
'FALCONS'

'Iltfffl WITH A VALW BGSUIJJ.!

F
INTERNATIONAL
FAIR: Check out

international recipes;
PAGE 10
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WHAT A WEEKEND!
FRIDAY'
7 p.m.
Family Movie: "Miracle"
Union Theatre. 2nd Floor Student
Union

8 p.m.
Karaoke in the Pub
1st Floor, Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

8 p.m.
Planetarium Show
Planetarium, Physical Sciences
Building

8 p.m.
Bowling Green Opera Theater:
"The Marriage of Figaro"
Moore Musical Arts Center

9:30 p.m.
Family Movie: "Oodgeball"
Union Theatre, 2nd Floor Bowen
Thompson Student Union

SMJRM*
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Information Table
University Bookstore.
1st floor Student Union

10 a.m.
Education Abroad:
Information Sessions
TBD Bowen-Thompson Student
Union

8 a.m.- 10 a.m.
Breakfast of Champions
202 Student Union

10-.00 a.m. -11:30 am
Chapman Community and PCC
Family Open House
Kohl Hall Lobby

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Art Exhibit:
"Architecture 322 Displays
Exhibit"
Union Art Galleries
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Art Exhibit:
Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery
Fine Arts Center

11 a.m.
Young People's Concert:
Bryan Recital Hall,
11 a.m.- 1 p.m.
Honors Student Association
Luncheon
308 Student Union

10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
BG Historic Downtown Tours
1st Floor Student Union

11 a.m.-3p.m
International Fair
"Around the World in One
Afternoon."
Student Union

11 a.m.
Education Abroad:
Information Sessions
TBD Student Union

1 p.m.
Football Game:
BG Falcons vs. Western Michigan
Doyt Perry Stadium

2 p.m.
Planetarium Show
Planetarium. Physical Sciences
Building

8 p.m.
Family Weekend BIG Concert:
Anderson Arena
8 p.m.
Camerata Campo di Bocce
Bryan Recital Hall

7 p.m.
Family Movie-. "Miracle"
Union Theatre

9:30 p.m.
Family Movie: "DodgebaN"
Union Theater

8 pm
Casino Night
202 Student Union
8 p.m.
Planetarium Show
Planetarium, Physical Sciences
Building

BG Mews File Photo

FAST BREAK: BG faces Western
Michigan at home this weekend.

SUNDAY

tfjaMBBW^MMfn-filH

tf

' ' ,

.

COSTS

11 a.m.-l p.m.
Falcon Family Weekend Brunch
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
202 Bowen-Thompson Student
Union

FRIDAY:

SATURDAY:

FAMILY MOVIE, MIRACLE, 7 P.M. — FREE

FOOTBALL BGSU VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN,
4 P.M. —$14

KARAOKE IN THE PUB. 8 P.M. — FREE
CONCERT, BEN FOLDS, 8 P.M. — $20
INTERNATIONAL FAIR. 11 A.M.-3 P.M. — REE
CASINO NIGHT, 8 P.M. — FREE
CUMBING ADVENTURE, 2 P.M.-8 P.M. — FREE

AND SO MUCH IS FREE
University musicians offer popular opera
By Kachel MM
AS SISlANr PULSE EDITOR

The name Figaro may sound
familiar. Figaro is repeated continuously in a speedy manner
to enhance emotion. If so, it was
probably on Looney Tunes when
you were a kid.
Besides Looney Tunes, Figaro
comes from the opera "The
Marriage of Figaro" composed
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

"The Marriage of Figaro" will
be performed at Kobacker Hall
this weekend.
"It's the greatest opera,"
Emily Freeman Brown, director of orchestral activities, said.
"It's got a lot of humor and the
greatest music in it."
Brown will conduct the opera
and the University's philharmonia will be orchestrating. The
cast is entirely composed of

opera singers who are all music
majors. "It's a collaborative talent of singers and performers,"
Brown said.
They will be performing in
an array of hilarity. The story is
conformed in the "element of
deception," Brown said.
The Marriage of Figaro"
is a love story about an older
couple and a younger couple.
Throughout the story, there are

complications in the relationships. "Love wins out in the
end," Brown said.
The opera was specifically
chosen for family weekend
because of the humorous entertainment it will convey.
Brown said the opera is perfect for all ages and entertain
newcomers who have not ever
heard of it.
Since this opera was chosen

for family weekend, the performances will be on Friday at
8 p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m.
Tickets are available through
the Moore Musical Arts Center
box office at 419-372-8171
and before the performance
begins.
Brown encourages people to
come and enjoy themselves at
the concert. "It's a tremendous
amount of fun," she said.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWBGNEWS.COM/PULSE

The Marriage of Figaro
WHERE: Kobacker Hall
WHEN: Friday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 3 p.m.
COST: Tickets can be purchased
at Moore Musical Arts Center
box office or by calling 419-3728171

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Internano

Students and families are encour- 1
Adas Polow (from Iran)
aged lo broaden tlieir horizons bj
1
lentils
attending Ihe 2004 International t ii HiiMlb.lang*grainarlMsnofltirioe
I 'air. I he World Student Association I s/4 lb. ground beefprlamb
and various oilier organizations I i in., dan (pitted and chopped)
BIS holding their annual event this • |M brabble
Saturday. The fair, called "Around I saffron, 1/2 teaspoon
the World in One Afternoon" will be I onions. 2 law. -Iked thin
located in the Student Union from I cooUngoil
II a.m. until 2 p.m. There will be I sad
I black pepper
food, entertainment and children's
activities. \iso, special features of I Soakricelnwata for3-4hours.then
the fail this year will include Italian
music. African Drumming and a
s.iisa dance performance The food
served Will represent the cuisine
of the various countries presented
at tin' fair. Below are some recipes
iubmitted by students representing
heir countries,

CURb

AhiTtandrnniuiri (VcKHablr Curry]
from Nepal

Then add
1 IhbkapoonoU
5 - 6 cup- potatoes, diced

In a law saucepan, saute in 2
tablespoons oft
2 onion* thinly sliced
2 cloves garlic, minced
l leasp I ground codandei
I teaspoon uroriml lurmeric
i 2 teaspoon ground cumin
i .' teaspoon ground ginger

impeded)

1 .lii'.ispoiiiulrv mustard

I Inn pepper

I 'H uaspoon ground

HI

h\. stirring often to coal potatoes with
seasonings. When potatoes an almost
tender, add
4 cups cabbage, chopped
i teaspoon salt, or to taste
2 tomatoes, chopped
i 2 tablespoons cun) powda
Oner and simmer until cabbage Is tendec Serve ivilh rice

cook in salted w-.iier for 10-15 minutes using a non-Mick pot until die
rice iiisi softens. Drain water and
empt) the pot
Bring2-3 raps of warer to bat MM
lends and add ro water with a bit
,il -.ill (look over medium heat for
about 15-20 minutes until tender.
Peel and ihinly dice onions. I ty in
oil until sliRhtly golden. Add ground
bed en lamb sail and black pepi>. i and in over medium heat for

hot water and cook until water has
been mostly absorbed.
Wash raisins and dales. Pour 1/2
cup of waler and some oil in Ihe
nonstick pot. Poui in half of the rice.
Follow wilh meat, lentil, dates and
raisins. Then add in remainder of
rice. OK* over low heat for about 20
minim's. Dissolve saffron In 1/3 rap
of hot water and pour over the rice
Mix well before serving.

.iliinit III minute* Add one cop ill

Hung Shao Nlu lo (Bed Cooked
Hi-el from China
2 pounds beef boneless chuck, lip
or round. Dimmed Of fat. rat in 1

_■ cubes
i [hbtapoons peanutorvtij UHB
oil
1 1/2 cup water
1/4 cupsoy sauce
2 lablespoons dry white wine or
sherry
I thin -lice peeled fresh or canned
ginger root or l teaspoon ground
ginger
1 green onion, cut lengrhw i-c into
hakes

1 cloveguttc,cut into halves
I I'ahlesiKKinsugar

Tossed sesame seed
I
lrimfarfrombeeiicuiiniol null
cubes. Hear 2 lablespoons of the
oil in wok or 12-inch skilld until
hot. Stir-fry half the beef cubes
until brown on all sides, about 2
minutes. Remove beef ro 3-quan
saucepan. Repeal wilh remaining
oil and beef.
Mb water, soy sauce, win. gkt
ger roor. green onion, garlic, sugar
and pepper, add to beef. Heat lo
boiling: reduce heat. Cover and
simmer. Stirling occasionally, until
beefbtendec 1-2 hours. Garnish
With small -prigs of loiiaiulci
sprinkle with sesame seed. Serve
with hot cooked Chinese noodsal

I
I
I
I

Fatouch (from Lebanon)
This dish ran be eaten for lunch and
dinner and is usually served with meal
or rice

1 reaspiKin -all
1/2 teaspoon pepper
|uiceof3k>miiu1/2 cup olive oil
Black olives

I
I
|
I
I
I
•

2 loaves lebanese bread
1/2 bunch green oninn1/2 bunch parsley
1 cucumber
1 /2 bunch fresh mint tor 2 Tablespoons
dried)
2 Tablespoons fresh cilantro (optional)

Break unsoftencd lebanese bread into
|4U iln pieces. Cut all vegetables into
small pieces Mix vegetables wilh bread
10 salad bovA Add salt, pepper, lemon
,1111 ,■ sod nil and mix well. Gams* with
black nines

li nga Poblana (from Mexico)
2 cups rooked chicken, finely shredded
1/2 Ih chorizo (Optional) (This is available in a Mexican marker or store.)

chopped,

12 oz. tomaloe4 OK, onion, -liced in lialt moons
1/2 tsp. dried oregano

I up, rhyme
3 bay leaves
4 chile chipotlc adobo. chopped All
adobo sauce from canned chili-, (aval
able at Meijer or Kroger)
6l> cloves
garlic, mashed,
Cloves panrc,
maMicw. then
»»»" finelyi

ildi-.rri'd or with plain rn.'

1/8 teaspoon peppa
c orianda leaves (optional)

2 tsp. brown -ugai

1,1-l.ul.i- also.nailahleat Meijer)

I

skin chorbn crumble the meat tan ■
Dying pan and cook over low heal until
llicl.ili-lciulcicdolll

Add onion, tomatoes, garlic thyme,
oregano and bay leaves, simmer for five
minutes. Vld ttw shredded chicken,
sugar and cbjpoda cMk with adobo
Skrunerfbi 10minutes. Season *>taste
Serve with lostados (or tortilla chips)
—___

— — — — J

H'ii |X'|1|MT

Family restaurants offer BG guests unique
places to eat while they visit the city
By Tttlani McRenrie
CSMPUS Nt"S E0I10R

As students decide what they will
do to entertain their visiting family members on Family Weekend.

they should keep in mind Ihe
restaurants around town-specifically, the many family-owned
restaurants in Bowling 1 Ireea
Although Bowling Green is a

college town with many chain
lesiain ants, residents of the (own
have not lost focus on keeping
the family atmosphere' present.
Many of the restaurants in
Howling Green are familyowned such as Kermit's and El
Zarape,
kermit's, located at 307 S.
Main St. has been owned by the
Maas Family for 17 years. Jim
\laas is the restaurant manager and his wife, Barbara, is the
rjwnei I heir daughter does the

prep-work such as baking, preparing soups and recipes.
)im Maas described owning
and running a famih business
as "satisfying." Maas went on
to say that it is nice to employ
people, stating that his business
employs about 14 people yearround, including family.
"We have been helpful with
the family. As the kids group
up, most of them have worked
here," Maas said.
Along with the nieces and

Planned Rarenthoocf
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of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

FORALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
• Emergency Contraception
• Birth Control
• Gynecological Exams
• Pregnancy Testing

• Sexually Transmitted Infections
(Screening & Treatment)
• HIV Counseling & Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

Low
1301 Jefletson Avenue
Toledo. Ohw
419-255-1115

2- Bedroom Apartments
starting at $580/month.
Heat & Cable Included!
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at
www.universityapartments.us

3401 Glendale Avenue
Toledo. Onto
4193858778

1039 North Main Street
Fmdiay, Ohio
419 432 4611

Call loll Iree lor an appointment
1-800-230-7526
www ppnwo.org

love it In that perspective. I work
nephews Maas has employed
throughout Kermit's 17 years with my family, and don't have
to work with anyone else. You
in business, Maas is particularly pleased with being able can take turns coming in, and
they can cover for you," Olivarez
to employ highschool students
and give them a chance to work • said.
Hnth restaurants feel the]
in Kermit's as their first job.
bring something unique to
Working with family has been
Family Weekend
a positive experience for Maas.
El Zarape focuses on prices
"Truthfully, we're so busy we
andatmospheie.
don't have time to argue. I run
'It s basically a family restauthe place pretty much and then
rant, not a bar. Also we have very
isn't too much arguing about
reasonable prices and a friendly
what we're going to do and how
atmosphere. You could come
weregoingtodoit. My daughter
in and meet people eating here
does her job. We've never had
that you know." Olivarez said.
a family squabble here," Maas
Maas is also confident i n what
said.
Kermit's has to offer to visiting
El Zarape is another restaurant in Bowling Green that has families on Family Weekend.
"It's a real homey place. It's
been family-owned for about
fairly small. It's a restaurant that
3 years.
Eliseo Olivarcz manages the kids have brought their families to. If you've eaten here, you
restaurant. He and his famknow what the atmosphere is
ily are the owners of El Zarape.
Olivarez and 9 of his family like. Everybody knows everybody," Maas said.
members are employees of the
(ijivarez sees El Zarape being
restaurant.
Olivarez enjoys working with kept in the family for generations to come. Maas is looking
his family.
"It's good because all your to get Kermit's into the hands of
family works together, and 1 distant relatives in the future.

C3t c^Bt^ ^^>iali4t
• We work on all makes & models
• We Welcome your Warranty and Maintenance work for your Chrysler,
Dodge, Jeep, Ford, Lincoln and Mercury

Mrrks
Bring the family for a visit

Buy a pair of Oakley
Sunglasses and get
apparel piece in stock.
Included are shoes sandals,

jackets, vests, fleece tops
and more!

419-352-9375
248 South Main Street
^hopcyclewerks.com

BODY SHOP) ( SERVICE
ft We Repair All Makes & Models
ft Free Estimates
ft Quality Workmanship

All Insurance Estimates
Welcome!

Before

After

Give us a call at
419-352-2553
I

tINCOLH

10

%

OFF
PARTS &
SERVICE

w/student I.D.
Excludes prior repairs and any
other offers or coupons.
,
With $50 up.
J
Exp. 12/31/04
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MERCURY

ODOOGE

Bowling Green Lincoln Mercury
1079 North Main Street. Bowling Green, OH 43402
Phone:(419)352-2553
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Welcome
Mends
and
family
CARRIE
WHITAKER

Editor-in-Chief
This weekend is family
weekend, a time lor our
families — however dysfunctional, large or small, to
visit us in our home away from
home.
But what about the friends
and classmates whose parents are either disinterested
or unable to come for family
weekend? It seems they may feel
somewhat left out.
On our campus, there are a
number of students who are
in the International Studies
Program and are studying here
from all over the world.
From my experiences with a
few of them, many arrived here
alone and have begun to make
a circle of friends — but it seems
very possible their families will
be unable to visit this weekend.
So, for all of us who are
blessed to have family coming
to visit, 1 present you with a
challenge.
Invite someone whose family
is not here to go out with your
family — may he or she be an
international student or a friend
down the hall from Texas.
Here at Bowling Green we are
so lucky to have a great community, that welcomes people from
all walks of life and we also have
events that are well coordinated.
How could the opportunity be

Ben Folds to rock BG
By Janell Kingsborough

SENIOR REPORTER

He started playing at bars and
fraternity parties. Now he's
traveling around the world
and across the country selling out performances for all
generations.
Singer and pianist Ben Folds
is making one of these stops to
perform at the Anderson Arena,
hosted by UAO, Saturday for the
University's Family Weekend
Ben Folds is best known as the
leader of the power pop trio Ben
Folds Five but struck out on his
own in the late 1990s as a solo
artist.
He released his First solo
album in 1998, under the
alias Fear of Pop that included
the instrumental "In Love"

with vocals of none other
than
William
Shatner—
which some thought was so
good they wondered if
he should have went solo earlier.
His work with Ben Folds
Five became legendary after
"Whatever and Ever Amen" created singles such as "Brick" in
1997.
But Folds appeal has always
laid in his ability to crack a joke
as well as hit the deeper notes
about the stings of life.
folds witty lyrics and multitalent musical instrument skills
have kept people screaming and
fainting over his talent for years.
That's why his music will be
perfect for this weekend, said
UAO President Brittany Barhite.
"Ben Folds' mixture of piano

WE'RE #1

FEATURES EDITOR

BenSwsnjtr BGNem

SCHOOL SPIRIT: Freddie Falcon shows his support for the
football team at a game earlier this season.

Photo Provided

CONCERT: Ben Folds will perform Saturday at Anderson Arena.

Family Weekend brings
business for local hotels
By Miranda Bond

bean?

You could take diat person
out to dinner with your family
or have them tag along to the
game.
And really, could it hurt to
ask? Maybe they aren't interested. But just maybe they are.
Maybe they are feeling left out
on Family weekend, so extend
your family to them.

and rock is appropriate for students and their parents and siblings can sit and enjoy," she said.
Folds toured this summer
with Rufus Wainwright and
Guster. He is now on the road
this fall with a series of college
performances on his agenda.
Barhite said that UAO was
looking for a larger event to
bring families and the campus
together.
"We want families to come
down to the concert," she said."
It's another great event for
bonding time."
Tickets for the concert are $20
and are being sold online, at
the UAO office, the Union front
desk, Finders Records and Tapes,
128 N. Main St. and at the door
before the concert begins.

Bowling Green becomes overrun with mothers, fathers
and siblings of students each
year for Family Weekend. Many
families travel for hours to
visit the University, so it is
no surprise that local hotels
sell out for the weekend.
The Days Inn and Holiday
Inn Express in Bowling Green
have sold all of their rooms
for the upcoming weekend.
The rooms at Holiday Inn,
2150 E. Wooster St., have
been sold out for over a
month. Marlene Yousif, director of sales for Hampton Inn,
142 Campbell Hill Rd., said
that their rooms were also
sold out, but a few rooms
have opened up due to
cancellations.
"We have been through one
Family Weekend and it's typical
for us to sell out," Yousif said.
Hotels
around
town
have been seeing a lot of
business when there are
home football games, so they are
prepared to host a full house.

"We have pretty much sold
out for the football weekends
also," said Doug Bietz, general
manager at I loliday Inn Express.
"It was pretty much a given that
we were going to be busy."
The hotel representatives
interviewed said that they
are not offering any special
packages or rates for Family
Weekend.
Instead
many
hotels decided to offer their
normal rate, rather than raising
prices.
Day Inn rooms are priced
at their normal rate $89
to SI00 depending on the
room type. Holiday Inn Express
also pledged to keep their
prices at the normal rate of S70
to $109 depending on room
type.
"We want to offer is the best
rate and the best rooms for
our customers," said Robert
Ruiz, general manager of Days
Inn. "What we have done is
offered great rooms at a great
rate."
Bietz said that events like this
hosed by the University are good
for business.

However, all of the representatives said that they enjoy
Family Weekend for more Uian
just the business that it brings.
It's the crowds that Family
Weekend draws that make it
special.
"It's a great event, people last
year really enjoyed it," Yousif
said. "We really enjoy having the
parents here, they are a great
crowd.1'
"We appreciate the University
sponsoring these weekends so
families can see what a great city
Bowling Green is," Ruiz said.
HOTEL RATES AND
AVAILABILITIES
The Buckeye Inn & Studios
Rate: $69.95
A couple of room availabilities
Quality Inn & Suites
Rate: $99.00
Sold Out
Days Inn
Rate: $89-190
Sold out

Learning
Celebrating
Sharing

SAY CELLULAR
900 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419.353.2355

IT'S WHAT FAMILIES DO.
Friday, November 5, 2004:
Family Movie: Miracle
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater, 7 pm
Karaoke in the Pub
Black Swamp Pub, 8 pm
Family Movie: Dodgeball
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater, 9:30 pm

Saturday, November 6, 2004:

1

we* Car

Charger
*Restrictions apply.
Pricing subject to change.
See store for details.
While Supplies Last!

Information Table, University Bookstore,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, 10 am- 2 pm
International Fair: "Around the World in One Afternoon" 1st
Floor Bowen-Thompson Student Union, 11 am- 2 pm.
Falcon Football: BGSU vs. Western Michigan
Doyt Perry Stadium, 1 pm
Family Movie: Miracle
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater, 7 pm
Casino Night
228 Multi-purpose Room, Bowen-Thompson Student Union, 8pm
Family Weekend BIG Concert: Ben Folds
with special guest: Ben Lee
Anderson Arena. Doors open at 7 pm, show begins at 8 pm.
(Tickets available at Anderson Arena for $20.)
Family Movie: Dodgeball
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater, 9:30 pm

Sunday, November 7, 2004:
Family Weekend Brunch
202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union, 11 am -1 pm.
(Reservation only.)

WCIUIEL

For more information go to:
ht^://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/04familyweekend.html or
call the Office of Campus Involvement at (419) 372-2343.
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FORMER
PROSECUTOR ARRESTED FOR
SHOOTING AND CRITICALLY WOUNDING LAWYER

NATION

— A former prosecutor was arrested for investigation
of attempted murder after he shot and critically
injured a lawyer in Seatle. He had been scheduled to
face at a court hearing, authorities said.

Holes left in Dem's leadership
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON Sen.Harry
Reid regulated gambling in
Nevada when organized crime
ran some casinos, and he
lived to tell about it. Ilis steely
resolve In a sometimes dangerous job could come In hand) as
the new Democratic leader in a
more conservative Senate.
The soil-spoken Reid will,
in essence, be the Democratic
party's most powerful elected official, thrust into a
position of prominence by
the twin defeats of current
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle of South Dakota and
Sen. lolin KeiT)
Until now, lieid was Daschle's
deputy, best known by C-Span
audiences as the constant
Democratic presence on the
Senate floor. I le focused on the
chambers sometimes arcane
procedure — the kind of work
that wins respect from colleagues hut is virtually invisible to the public.
He soon will preside over
a group of Senate Democrats
generally regarded as liberal.

And the caucus will be smaller
by four because of Democratic
defeats Tuesday.
Republicans might find it
hard to pigeonhole Reid as a
liberal since his anti-abortion,
anti-gun-control views are contrary to Democratic dogma.
He was among the minority
of I lemoctats who voted for a
ban on certain late-term abortions and he opposed extending t he ba n on assault weapons,
winning the endorsement of
the National Rifle Association.
Vet no Democrat is challenging him for leader.
"I think Harry lieid has done
the work, pin in the time,"
said Sen. Dianne Feinstein,
111 alii., a strong supporter ol
both abortion rights and gun
control. He is a very good floor
leader, very smart. I like the Ian
that he is a Westerner, frankly,
because I am convinced we
have to build the West here. So
I think he is the logical choice
at this time.''
The son of a hard-rock
miner from Searchlight, Nev.,
Reid also has been a staunch

Welcome Parents to BGSU

defender of the mining industry, upsetting environmentalists who otherwise give him
high marks. Critics also have
said Reid has been too willing to help mining and other
interests with financial ties to
members of his family.
While Reid's stands on some
social issues are more conservative than those of most other
Senate Democrats, he has
been the most vocal opponent
of building a nuclear waste
repository at Yucca Mountain,
roughly 100 miles from Las
Vegas, an extremely important
issue to Nevadans.
He also stood with Daschle,
whom Republicans attacked as
an obstructionist because he
led Democrats in blocking Bush
nominees to federal judgeships
anil GOP-written legislation to
limit lawsuits.
Reid lacks a commanding
television presence, but he has
bi'in the Democrats' day-today leader in the Senate for
six years. He received a lot of
the credit when Vermont
Sen. Jim Jeffords left the

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, Ohio
Apartment/House Rentals
OPEN SATURDAY 11/6 10:00 1:00
Now Renting tor 2005/2006
Price list and layouts available

ot Cavaretta W PI •

LEADERSHIP: U.S. Senator Harry Reid (D) speaks during a news
conference at his office in Las Vegas yesterday.

VaxGen Inc provides anthrax vaccine
IHl ASSOCIATED PRESS

Management Inc.

Republican party in 2001,
handing control of the Senate
to the Democrats.
"He's got a quiet way of
sneaking up on you," said Sig
Rogich, a longtime friend and
Republican strategist from
Nevada. "He's not flashy, but
he's very steady. He does his
homework."
Reid occasionally has shown
flashes of anger. A year ago, he
spoke on the Senate floor for 8
1/2 hours straight, upset that
Republicans were planning to
spend 30 consecutive hours
talking about four judgeships
Democrats had blocked.
"Amateur leadership," Reid
said, assessing Senate Majority
Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn.
I le later apologized to Frist.
But something else Reid
said at the time will likely be
put to the test now that
Republicans have expanded
their majority and replaced
moderate Democrats with conservative Republicans.
"We cannot be taken for
granted," Reid said. "We cannot be thought of as nothing."

WASHINGTON - The government said Thursday it is purchasing 75 million doses of a
new generation anthrax vaccine
under an S877.5 million contract
that is the first awarded from a
federal program to develop and
stockpile antidotes to biological
and chemical weapons.
The deal with VaxGen Inc. will
provide enough vaccine to treat
25 million people. The doses
will be added to U.S. reserves to
protect against a terrorist attack

c >top

by office, call (419) 353-5800 or chec •k
out our web site www.meccabg.com

using anthrax spores.
"The intentional release of
anthrax spores is one of the most
significant biological threats we
face," Tommy Thompson, secivi,HY of Health and Human
Services, said in a statement.
"Acquiring a stockpile of this
new anthrax vaccine is a key
step toward protecting the
American public against another anthrax attack."
President Bush signed the
new program, called Project
BioShield. into law on July 21 with
the promise of spending $5.6 billion to develop remedies against
possible bioweapons.
VaxGen of Brisbane, Calif.,
was one of two biotechnology company competing for the
National Institute Allergy and
Infectious Diseases contract

to develop a new anthrax vaccine. The company still needs to
obtain licensing from the Food
and Drug Administration for the
vaccine. The agency will review
the company's vaccine production and individual lot testing
to ensure the anthrax vaccine is
safe and effective,
The existing vaccine is manufactured by Lansing, Mich.-based
BioPort Corp. for the Pentagon
under a $245 million contract. In
response to a federal judge's order
in late October, the Pentagon
halted the mandatory vaccinations for the military — six shots
spaced over 18 months
VaxGcn's product would require
no more than three shots The
latest technology uses a purified
recombinant protein to coax the
body's immune system to pro-

duce antibodies to battle anthrax
toxins, laboratory, animal
research and clinical trials have
confirmed the vaccine's effectiveness and safety in humans.
"In an exceptionally short period of time, we have dramatically
accelerated our research capacity
to develop a new medical countemieasure against one of the
most deadly agents of bkitenorism," Dr. Anthony S. Fauci. N1AID
director, said in a statement
VaxGen already had gotten
$20.9 million in federal money to
take its anthrax vaccine candidate,
in development for more than 10
years, into early stage clinical trials.
Last October, the company
received $H0.3 million to continue clinical trials, test the
vaccine in animals and make 3
million doses.

"You Bit cordially invited to attend"

Toledo's Newest Luxury Theatre

Zetttmae ot
M

2005

pii'scnled hy (he Bowling Green Opera Theater
the College of Musical Arts of Bowling Green State University

-O-

Directed hy Jennifer Hilhish Sehuet/
Performed in English and Italian (with subtitles)
« nli Emily Freeman Brown and
the Bowling Green Pliilhurmonia
Friday. November 5, at 8 p.m.
Sunday. November 7. at 3 p.m.
Knhuckcr Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center

Student Date Night Package $16
includes two student tickets and u flower at the box office.
Reierve your tickets at the box office f~
wilh your Bursar account or credit card. |
Foi information call419/372-8171 or 800-589-2224.
Center box office open weekdays Noon to 6 p.m.
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What:
Informational Meeting
Who:
For anyone Interested In
doing the Bike Ride for
Dance Marathon 2005
When:
9:15pm on Monday
November 8, 2004

Where:

Opening November 10th
THE ALL NEW

showcase
I

N

MAS

12

LEVIS COMMONS

115 Olscamp

of the tttf LOO
SdUvS IK tltf CouivVu"
0K£

-Salon TODAY

4-Beds

(&2
For more info or
questions contact Dan Black
at blketiae05@notmall.com

FEATURING:
12 Wall-To-Wat I Screens
Stadium-Style Seatinq • Dolby' Digital Sound
Rocking Recliner Seats • Fast, Fresh Dining Including
Sbarro's and Nathan's • and Much, Much More!

OUR OPENING MOVIES WILL INCLUDE:
>i M

2-Booths
ALWAYS NEW,
Top of the Line
Bulbs

:

n

,.
David DeWalt- Owner/Stylist
r£A.Twr'H\CL: Jessica Spilker- Stylist
Lisa McCoy- Stylist
CUT AND STYLE INCLUDED W/ALL CHEMICAL SERVICES
SPECIALIZING IN FOILS
LoCdtioh.- 529 Ridge Street, BG

?hoKt- 419-352-6459

\ I>

!>
\R I V\CRI;SS

THE INCREDIBLE!

,^/g\
Town Center at Levis Commons
Intersection of I-475 and Rte. 25
Perrysburg, OH
Order tickets by phone at (419) 891-5039
or online at showcasecinemas.com
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IVORY COAST WARPLANES BOMB TOWN
Ivory Coast warplanes bombed the largest city of
the rebel-held north in wave after wave of attacks
yesterday, breaking a more than year-old cease-fire in
the civil war that split West Africa's one-time economic
powerhouse.

WOR LD
Arafat fighting for his life, some powers shift
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Muhammad Muheisen AP Photo

EMPTINESS: A portrait of Arafat is seen over his empty chair.

CLAMART, France — Yasser
Arafat was reportedly fighting
for his life Thursday at a French
military hospital after losing consciousness, as anxious Palestinian
officials transferred some of their
leader's powers to Prime Minister
Ahmed Qureia.
Doctors at Percy Military
Training Hospital outside Paris,
where Arafat was airlifted last
Friday after more than two years
of confinement in the West Bank,
quashed a swirl of reports that he
had died. But the French doctors
would not say much else, and
confusion ruled as Palestinians
issued conflicting reports about
Arafat's condition and how close
to death he was.
Outside the hospital, some 50
well-wishers held a vigil late into
the evening. Some held candles,
others portraits of Arafat. A large
Palestinian flag hung from the
hospital's outer wall.

"It tears your heart up," said
Mahmod Nimr, a 36-year-old
unemployed Palestinian. "I can't
see someone taking his place."
In an emergency meeting in
the West Bank town of Ramallah,
the PI.O executive committee
empowered Qureia to deal with
urgent administrative and financial matters in Arafat's absence,
said committee member Qais
Abdel Karim.
A prolonged Arafat incapacitation — or death — could
have profound impact on the
Middle East. There are fears of
unrest among Palestinian facdons, which Arafat, viewed as a
national symbol by even some
who opposed him, was largely
able to prevent. Furthermore,
chaos in the West Bank and Gaza
could make any cooperation
with Israel even more difficult.
On the other hand, Israel and
the United States have in recent
years shunned Arafat as a ter-

rorist and an obstacle to peace,
and his replacement by a new
leadership could open the door
to renewed peace talks. Such
a scenario could affect Israel's
plans to pull soldiers and settlers out of the Gaza Strip in
a move not coordinated with
the Palestinians.
Arafat's chief of staff, Ranizi
Klioury, called an Associated Press
reporter to say the Palestinian
leader was alive but that his con
dition was grave.
A senior Palestinian official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, told the AP that Arafat
was in a coma in the intensive
care unit, where he was taken
after his condition worsened
overnight Wednesday.
French television station LCI
quoted an anonymous French
medical official as saying Arafat
was in an "irreversible coma"
and "intubated" — a process
that usually involves threading

a tube down the windpipe to
the lungs. The tube is often connected to a life support machine
to help the patient breathe.
I lovvever, three Palestinian
officials denied Arafat was in
a coma.
\ Palestinian official in Gaza
who is close to Arafat's wife Suha
said she told him her husband
fell unconscious after receiving
a strong anesthetic: lor a biopsy. The official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, quoted
Suha Arafat as saying her husband was recovering.
Israel TV's Channel Two
reported that Arafat was brain
dead and remained on life
support.
However, Arafats personal
physician, Dr. Ashraf Kurdi, told
Dubai-based Al-Arabiya tclevi
sion that "Arafat has no type of
brain death." I fe also said a brain
scan showed that Arafat had not
suffered a hemorrhage or stroke

Karzai pledges crackdown during victory speech
Warlords and smugglers will be Karzai's
top priority.
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) —
Hamid Karzai pledged Thursday
to use his five-year term as
Afghanistan's tiist elected president to Clack down on warlords
and the re-emerging country's
booming dnig economy.
Accepting his victory in the Ins
i<>i l( (kt. 9 ballot, he also offered
an olive branch to the Taliban,
even as an offshoot of the former
ruling militia threatened to kill
three kidnapped UN. workers
who helped organize the vote.
"The Afghan people have
placed their trust in us, for which
we are very grateful,'' karzai said
In the grounds of hit bomb-damaged Kabul palace, flanked by
his two smiling running- mates
and dieted by bodyguards. I he)
voted for a government based on
laws and institutions, and that is
what we are going to provide."
kar/ai has said that smashing
Afghanistan's opium and heroin
smugglers will be his top priority,
and the key to reining in warlords
resisting the feeble authority of

the central government.
I le has also pledged to clear his
Cabinet of faction leaders who
helped the United States oust
the Taliban three years ago but
have proved to be deadweights
in office.
Asked if any wariords or government officials believed to
profit from dntgs would survive
the purge, karzai said: "There will
not be any private militia forces
in Afghanistan."
"There will definitely, definitely not be any drug thing In
Afghanistan." he said. "We're
going to be dedicated, strong in
working against that."
lie said he would not announce
his Cabinet before his inauguration in November.
But he renewed an offer to followers of the Taliban — with the
exception of a few dozen top fugitives — "to come and participate
in the rebuilding of this country."
Election officials declared
kar/ai the winner Wednesday
alter more than three weeks of
laborious counting and arguments about whether he had
cheated his way to victory.
Yunus Qanooni, who (hushed
second with 16 percent, compared with Karzai's 55 percent.
>'»'"'■<■

accepted the result just hours
before Karzai made his televised
acceptance speech.
"For me, Afghanistan's national
interests are the most important,
said Qanooni, Karzai's former
education minister. "If we didn't
accept the result, the country
would go toward a crisis
Ethnic
Ilazara chieftain
Mohammed Mohaqeq and
Uzbek strongman Abdul Rashid
Dostum followed suit.
A boycott could have undermined Karzai's chances of
extending his authority across a
country still torn by ethnic tensions, and poisoned the political
atmosphere for parliamentary
elections slated for next spring.
Foreign experts drafted in to
examine the allegations found
a string of irregularities, including ballot-stuffing, but said they
couldn't have changed the result.
Karzai has vowed to accelerate
the slow rebuilding of a country
after war and drought with the
goal of doubling the income of
Afghans by 2009.
But any attempt to focus on the
economy will be complicated by
the challenge of confronting warlords, drug traffickers and Taliban
militants all at the same time.

Emitio Morenatti AP phot

ENFORCER: Afghan President, Hamid Karzai, gestures as he speaks during a press conference at the
Presidential Palace in Kabul, Afghanistan yesterday.

Belamere Suites Hote
zscaJe fo-iAe- UdeMtntf crcatettputwr (wyfix...
Relax in ihe oversized king bed
Rejuv mate in the 2-person glass block shower
Feel the ftckering glow of the 3-sided fireplace
Immerse yourself in your very own soothing
Ja> uza tub

•
♦
•
♦

Plush cotton bathrobes lor M I upani.s
European breakleast delivered to your suite
Each suite comes with it's own attached garage
Discover the Presidential Suite which includes I
private swimming pool

... gflurc tltii PcaissiM ptct^itee siecuu.
Now Open'
'
Reserve vour own Special Experience
419-874-2233
12200 Williams Road
Perrysburg. OH 43551
www.be/aineresuites.com
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Rock fight BG

seta

Tife

By Chelsea Howard
PULSE REPORTER

The final countdown has
begun.
For the past seven
weeks, Howard's Club H
has been the home to
the first, and hopefully
annual, "Rock Fight BG!"
and will be holding the
final competition both
Friday and Saturday, in
which eight bands will
compete for the title of
"Rock Fight BG!" champions and a grand prize
of$l,000.
The finale will start on
Friday at 10p.m. in which
Ireruin, Huron County
Creeps, The Highgears,
and Science of Big
Machines will give
their best shot of proving that they are the
supreme bands of Bowling
Green. The

calendar of

FRIDAY
7 p.m.
UAO Movie: Miracle
Union Theater
8 p.m.
Marriage of Figaro
Kobacker Hall
9.30 p.m.
UAO Movie: Dodgeball
Union Theater
10 p.m.
Bobby May
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
Take Two
Easy Street Cafe

finale will continue on to Saturday
at 10 p.m. where the winner from
Thursday's final round will take
on Sangsara, the Fury, and RHSC
in a sweaty battle through guitar
licks and immeasurable drumbeats, with only one goal in mind;
to be the "Rock Fight Champion."
The "Rock Fight!" is comprised
like a battle of the bands competition, but judged like a pageant
"The winner will be judged on
song quality, stage presence, and
crowd participation," Broc Curry,
owner of Ramalama Records
said.
"The bands will be judged by
three local record company representatives, who will be looking
for all of those things and more,"
Curry said.
Curry and his partner Rob
"Stud" Kimple, who had piloted
a "Rock Fight!" in Toledo over
the summer with 50 bands competing for $5,000, thought that
Bowling Green would be an
excellent spot
for the

SATURDAY
10 p.m.
DJ Baroque
Nate & Wally's
7 p.m.
UAO Movie: Miracle
Union Theater

9: 30 p.m.
UAO Movie: Dodgeball
Union Theater

SUNDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie: Dodgeball
Union Theater

MONDAY
9 p.m.
Last Comic Standing
Black Swamp Pub
p.m.
DJKehoe
| Nate & Wally's
Euchre Night
;: Easy Street Cafe

: TUESDAY
"

Karaoke Night
Nate & Wally's

i
I
',
*

6 p.m.
How 2 Workshop:
Texas Hold Em
316 Alumni Room Union

:
r
.
>

9 p.m.
Comedy Night: Garie Lewis
Roy Haber
Easy Street Cafe

*

next "Hock Fight!."
"Bowling Green has so many
amazing local bands, and this is
definitely something we will be
looking to do yearly," Curry said.
"We are really pleased with the
turn out of the 'Rock Fight!'," )ohn
"|D" DeSmith, a representative
from Howard's said. "The bands
and fans have been amazing!"
However, Howard's and
Ramalama Records are not the
only people who are excited foi
the finale, the bands are ecstatic
loel Freemont, a representative
for the band RHSC conveyed
how excited the band is to com
pete in the "Rock Fight!"
"We are really excited about this
show," Freemont said. "We have
been following a strict practice
schedule and we are writing new
material... we have done shows
regularly for three years now
but we aren't treating this as just
another show."
This may be because there is
a rather handsome award to win
which RHSC, as well as other
bands, would use towards get
ring new equipment and assist
ing with the price of cutting a
new album.
Freemont also thinks that
RHSC will be a tough competitor
"Everyone in the band loves
being in the band and I think
that experience and passion real
ty makes us different," Freemont
said, "We are just hoping to have
a good rime and we hope that
everyone else has a good time in
return! We love what we do and
we have a blast with it!" Freemont
said.
Freemont also stated how
helpful the "Rock Fight!" is to
local bands. "BG needs more
support for local bands. There
is no reason why Howard's and
Easy Street should not be packed
every night there is a local per
former."
nont's heart lies with
RHSC winning, but said, "Even
if you aren't supporting RHSC
please go see the slww! BG has
amazing local bands, I've been
to a lot of different cities and
to a lot of different shows, but
the Bowling Green bands are
phenomenal!"
And with die price of $5 for
h night of the finale, there
,d excuse why one
-*e the heated
Iwnd ol
■ >sirjoii of Ro
JlCttt.

[ 9:30 p.m.
I
•

UAO Movie: Anchorman
Union Theater

11 p.m.
Key Yearbook Senior Night
j Black Swamp Pub

• WEDNESDAY
1
I-p.m.

■J Scott Ballard
K Nate & Wally's
<& 10 p.m.
I Francisco Rojas
£ Easy Street Cafe

Only 'Grudge' is against the confusing plot
audience into the subplots (What
would make a man do that? Why
won't the elderly lady talk?), but
Grade: C+
"The whole time I was in that then delves into flashbacks and
house I felt something was a confusing non-chronological
timeline. The plot sets up a lot
wrong."
lapanese director/writer of genuine scares but is not as
Takashi Shimizu retools his 2003 innovative.
The memorable special effects,
film "lu-On" ("The Grudge") with
new screenwriter Stephen Susco disturbing visuals and creepy
sounds make the film worthin the new hit scary thriller.
The plot begins well with help- while. You're not quite prepared
ful text descriptions. It quickly with frightening video footage
sets the stage for the first encoun- from a surveillance camera.
Season veterans of the thrillter'resolution before opening
er genre may not get an ideal
credits end.
The next sequence engages the amount of surprises. They
By Michael Siebenaler
PUISE REPORTER

S 11 p.m.
i Key Yearbook Senior Night
E Black Swamp Pub

THURSDAY
p.m.
I DJ Diamond D Lee
; Nate & Wally's
111 p.m.
1 Key Yearbook Senior Night
| Black Swamp Pub

certainly will remember the
vivid imagery long after you've
left the theater.
Shimizu uses visual cues,
shot depth and perspective
to set up the scares and environment as the characters are
transplanted into Tokyo, and
their involvement with a mysterious house with a disturbing
history.
Sarah Michelle Gellar portrays Karen, a new student in
Tokyo. However, all she finds
are mysterious circumstances
that lead to horrific ends. This
fearless protagonist does not

panic, though she is visibly and
emotionally distraught from
the chain of events.
Karen learns to face some
unimaginable facts thanks to
some insight from Detective
Nakagawa.
lason Behr (TV's "Roswell")
plays Karen's love interest,
Doug, and William Mapother
("In the Bedroom") and Clea
DuVall ("Identity") play the
couple who previously lived in
the house.
Bill Pullman has a small
but important role as Peter.
Ted Raimi, brother of famous

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

director and "The Grudge" pro
ducer Sam Raimi has a support
ing role as Alex, a coordinator
who arranges house assistants
for U.S. citizens living in Tokyo.
All the characters get direct
ly involved with the mysteri
ous house and must grapple
with unique situations and
premonitions.
Thefilm has beenabighit this
Halloween season, but should
continue to do well through
November. The film has a well
cast, marketable star, namely
Gellar, and stellar co-producer
Sam Raimi (Evil Dead).

Til K PULSE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

More sex, violence in
newcGrand Theft Auto'

By Michael Siebenaler
PULSE REPORTER

Grade: A"Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas"
has something for everyone.
Violent crime still represents
the main focus and the graphics aren't the best, but thenare many enhanced, role-playing elements that deepen the
player's Involvement
Set in 1992, "Grand Theft
Auto: San Andreas" has three
large metro areas (las Santos,
l«™ Venturas and San Fierro)
containing just about every
rural (hitchhikers, tractors! and
urban (gangs, graffiti tags, gambling) scenario Imaginable
The main story line centers
on Carl lohnson (a.k.a. CJI,
voiced by rapper Young Malay,
who conies home to bury his
mom and seek revenge on the
perpetrators. Samuel L Jackson.
James Woods, Chris Perm, Ice-T
and Peter Fonda also lend their
voice talents to the game.
The game gives many tips
and hints along your journey. You can even check the
brief menu if you miss any
information.
There's still a lot of clipping'
blocking issues and some oilier
unrealistic elements (e.g. motorcycle knocking down a large
start lamp), bin the endless
choice of activity and adventure
overshadows these glitches.
Some glitches work toward
your advantage. l"or exam
pie, my car was on lire after a
drive-by, then I pulled into the
spray paint shop which quickly
doused the blaze before it blew
up.
Ilemember how linn died
when yon went In water? This
time your charactei can sunn.
dtve underwater and hold his
breath. The only problem is
C| looks like a boat when he
moves in the water Instead ol
a person.
Ynu also get some great new

weapons like bomb packs
set off by remote, which are
great unless you run out, then
you won't be able to set them
off with your remote. As your
weapon skills grow, your proficiency will surprise you (e.g.
you can handle an automatic
gun in each hand).
Controls will lock on biggest
threat in front of you instead
of cycling through every threat,
inducting the dead ones.
You can also gamble plus
buy property, food, clothes and
tattoos. You can also get your
haircut; climb obstructions;
work out at the gym; take some
memorable pictures with your
camera; get helpful advice on
your cell phone and/or reply
to comments negatively or
positively. You can even use a
camera to take pictures of your
exploits and save them on a
memory card.
In later missions, you're
allowed to upgrade your car
with bumpers, hydraulics and
other items,
The two player mini-games,
marked by a two-skull icon,
work well without splitting the
screen, hut there's a distance
limit so don't stray too far from
your partner.
DJs spin songs from eleven
radio stations: talk about the
weather and gave players useful tips. The women are still
objectified but now give feedback on fashion and compel
the male characters to do
something more with their
lives.
This game satisfies experienced gamers with challenging missions and advancement
opportunities while newcomers can enjoy stress-free roaming opportunities with lots
of hidden items, Raster eggs,
mini-games, unlockables and
surprises. A highly satisfying
game with a colossal scope
thai will keep any player busy
for a long time.

GRAND THEFT AUTO: SAN ANDREAS
Review rating: ***l/2
Platform/console: PlayStation 2 (PC, Xbox have future
release dates)
Release date: October 2004
Genre: Crime/action/adventure/RPG
Players allowed: 1 (2 on certain mini-games)
ESRB rating: M (intense violence, strong profanity, blood, sexual

c □
Jimmy Eat World

Rooted Truth performs at
Pub for senior night, Tuesday
By Dan Myers
PULSE REP0RIEB

lim Brown will drum the night
away with local band Hooted
Truth - senior night, that is.
This Tuesday, The Key yearbook staff is planning a senior
night at the Black Swamp Pub.
The event is free to all seniors
that gel their pictures taken for
the yearbook.
"It's a good celebration for
everyone," Brown said, a senior

at the University, "Ift B good idea
to have a celebration halfway
through our senior year."
II is a celebration that will
hopefully entice seniors to get
portraits said Dan Stypa. aca
demic section editor for the
yearbook, In addition to seeing
Rooted Truth, senior night will
have bee food and a cash bar
available to seniors.
So far, the event is going "very
good" compared to three years

R
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Leftover Salmon

"Around the Sun"

"Tambourine"

Warner Brothers

Lad Highway

#fc

In their follow-up album from
200l's "Bleed America," Arizonarockers Jimmy Eat World combine feel-good lyrics with a solid
combination of pop-rock melodies and lethargic ballads of sunshine, love and drugs. Just don't
let the rock-hard harmonies of
their first single "Pain" fool you
into thinking you know what
'Futures" really sounds like.
The band chose to make their
newest CD snap, crackle and pop
■ way pop. The CD provides a perfect balance of get-on-your-feet
dnim beats and rocking guitar
riffs with chants and harmonies
that would make anyone consider indulging in some downtime.
With the first single "Pain"
proving the rich, rough sounds
of the CD, their up-and-coming
single "Work" is pleasing to the
ears of every pop-lover. And with
a verse-chorus-verse formal that
rivals the sounds of Maroon 5
and Jason Mraz. Jimmy Eat World
synthesize the two genres emerging from radios and CD players
everywhere: pop and rock.
"Futures" will keep old fans
coming back for more and
attract a new wave of patrons
at the same time. Along with
'Pain," key tracks such as "Kill,"
"Nothingwrong." and "Futures,"
the song that spawned the tide
of their album, prove to be the
backbone of raw energy and
sound for the band.
After a three-year vacation
from the music industry, Jimmy
Eat World emerges back on to the
music scene with a sound that
has considerably matured since
their last album.
Imagine the slow sounds of
Modest Mouse, the poppy guitar
riffs of Blink 182 and the hardness
of your cliche rock band fused
with lim Adkins (lead vocals/guitar), and you've got a re-vamped,
ncw-and-improved version of
Jimmy Eat World.

A

Bling. Bling on banjos, guitars
and mandolins begins the album
by Leftover Salmon.
The band's name does not
sound exacdy inviting, but once
one listens to their new album,
they will be impressed. The
album is a little bit of country and
bluegrass mixed together.
Although I'm not the biggest
fan of bluegrass or country, I
recommend Uiis band for anyone who enjoys either of these
genres.
Ix-ftover Salmon are in tradition of bands such as the Grateful
Dead, Phish and New Grass
Revival.
The slow songs have a tinge of
country. It represents all the sad
times.
They are able to tell good stories about the load or people
diat have influenced them. As
an example, Woodie Guthrie is
one of the titles. The song asks
about Guthrie. It details about
how much he is missed, since he
died very many years ago.
The lyrics are in memory. The
chorus said, "Hey Woodie Guthrie
where are you/ We could sure
use you once more/ Hey Woodie
Guthrie where are you/ The big
dogs are back at the door."
The band is able to accomplish their lyrical and musical talent. They are good at combining
bodi.
There are two instrumentals "Lincoln at Nevada" and
"Whispering Waters." There
amount of interesting instruments that reflect their amazing
ability to entertain.
Although the name of the
band may be deceiving, surprisingly enough they were impressive. I hey are able to convey
their instrumental ability and
talent to their audience. If country is not your thing, you will
still be impressed by their use of

instruments,

ago, according to photographer the students," Brown said.
Jim McAdams. While he has taken
In spreading the word about
200 portraits for this year's Key, he their funk rock sound, Rooted
Truth played at local bars and ressaid the turnout could be better.
"I don't feel it's helping," taurants in Toledo last summer.
"We have some songs on our
McAdams said of the senior
night promotion. The number website," Brown said, adding that
of seniors getting their pictures a CD will likely be released by the
taken is down this year from the end of winter. The band's website
is at www.rootedtruth.com.
previous two years.
After senior night at die pub.
Perhaps the promotion is
underperfomiingbecause Rooted Rooted Truth's next appearance
Truth is still working on getting its will be at Club Rain in Toledo on
Nov. 19.
name out.
Brown urged seniors to come
"We drought it would be a good
experience to play in Bowling and support his band. "Get your
Green because it would be a picture in the yearbook and come
good opportunity to play for out and celebrate," he said.
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"Don't ije afraid to
cross the street"

L\M drafts DJ Diamond D Lee
all weei
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^ Corona Girls
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Fans of Cheryl Crow with a hint
of Leanne Rimes will dig the
soulful grooves of singer/songwriter Tift Merrin. Her second
record "Tambourine" reflects an
easy go lucky tone. Bluesy, soulful, rockabilly is what Tift Merritt
offers. Brass, slide guitar and full
percussion add to the infectious
sound of "Your Love Made a UTum," with a Hammond backdrop. Thesongdoesnotgraduate
out (it a standard blues pattern
but makes up for it in metrical
harmony, which she writes.
"late Night Pilgrim," a straight
up country hit, belongs on top 40
radio. Merrill's sound will appeal
to a wide audience, who like pop
and rock. Reminiscent of Buffets'
Margaritaville, the song changes
with the twangy down-home
solo, picked with a woodgrain
telecaster. The song talks about
being lonely at night, and Merritt
wants a Pilgrim to rescue her.
The title track jumps off the
speaker complete with background singers and a pounding
piano solo. "I am your tambourine/Shake it with your love
tonight." The churns is upbeat
and fun. Her smooth voice and
playful song titles shadows
Bonnie Raitt but one look and
you will realize Meritt's dynamic
talent. Her lyrics talk about overcoming obstacles that might be
just a "Shadow in the Way." Heal
lyrics and an uplifting mes
sage are just two features of this
great record. Merritt provides an
escape from the mundane grind
with hopeful words and music.
Sl K bears her soul not afraid n J
confront love, death, life and the
devil. She's excruciatingly honest
yet not too deep.
"Tambourine" offers Ustenei s
multiirack richness. Infused with
an innocent shy quality, Merritt
will no doubt keep cranking out
album after album of country
hits.
-Brian Pauline
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Things you'll find at CUT-RATE Tobacco:
ARTUR0 FUENTE
BARCLAY
BOURBON STREET
CANDLES
CAO
CAPRI
CAPTAIN BLACK

CARLT0N
CUT RATE
INCENSE
KENTUCKYS BEST
KINGB
LEVI GARRET
LUCKY STRIKE

MACANUD0
MARLBORO
PEPSI
PHILLIES
QUEST
SALEM

STARR
SWISHER SWEETS
TOBACCO
VANTAGE
VICEROY
WAVE

Na poleon
419- 199-1191

CUT-RATE Tobacco
1180 N. Main Sl
Bowling Green

352 5989

Ft NOV 11 Club BiJou
—_

Phone:

445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenbrlarrentals.com

*#fc

I won't lie, I'm not a huge R.E.M.
fan.
I know their big hits like "losing
my Religion" and"TheOne I Love."
I'm a huge fan of "Everybody
Hurts." And based on my little
HEM. knowledge, I like diis CD.
The music is mellow and soft,
which makes Michael Stipes
voice stand out. R.E.M. seems to
have slowed down a bit. They've
come a long way from the upbeat
and fast paced "It's the End of the
World." /Ml songs on this CD have
slow tempos. Also, most of them
have sad lyrics.
I like that the tide song on the
album was placed last on the CD.
This encourages people to listen
totherestoflheCDfirst. That way
diey don't buy it for one song and
skip the rest of the music. "Around
the Sun" has a positive message.
The chorus is about not giving up
and hanging in there for another
time around die sun. "Hold on
cause you don't know what's coming/ How on world cause I'm not
jumping off/ Hold onto this boy
a little longer/ Take another trip
around the sun."
The song that stood out at me is
called "The Worst Joke Ever." After
listening to the 10 mellow songs
before it, I thought 1 would lie
listening to a little bit faster paced
song judging from the title. That
was not the case. I lowever, after I
listened to the song, the title made
sense. It really was the worst joke
ever. The intro lyrics are "You see
there's this cat burglar that can't
see in the dark/ He lays his bets
on 8 more lives, walks into a bar/
Slips on the 8 ball, falls on his
knife/ Says "I don't know what I've
done but this doesn't feel right.
So if you're a diehard li.li.M.
fan, you probably have this CD.
However, if you like slow and mellow music, this CD is calling your
name man. It's a bit slower paced
than the RI-.M I'm used to but it's
still a good listen. Give it a try.
■Nkliole Rominski

-Rachel Bolxik

- less Wagner
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SIGN UP TODAY!

Tift Merritt

R.E.M.

"Untitled"

From CUT-RATE Tobacco

...and many more apartments and houses

E .W

Compendia Records

TASANNSMARLBOROSE

Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

I

"Futures"

WIN a $50 Shopping Spreel

Now Renting
for 2005

V

Inleiscope Reconls

content, gore, drug use)
Production company: Rockstar Games

Friday, November 5.2004 15

Brya 11
419-630 0332

8PM DOORS

209 No Superior St • Toledo
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Help Wanted

( Inssifiid \iK • 372-6977

'

Babysitter/tutor needed. 10 & 14 yr.
olds Musi have transportation,
weekends a must' Call Wonhee at
419-872-5586

Diversity Boutique Sale
Open all weekend tor parents
I I ott w/ Mom or DaO
Sat. 12-8 Sun 11-5 101 N Mam

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn St 5 - SI25 & more per survey'
www moneyforsurveys.com

The Daily Crossword Fix

i

1
■
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For Rent

1

" 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts. Starting 1/1/05.
low as $450 mo. Rooms Avail, now
lor S225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.
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"Now renting for 05-06 Sch. Yr.
Houses, Lg & Sm. Occupancy allowed for 3 lo 8 students per unit.
Also Apts. all next to campus. Listing Avail 24/7 @ 316 E Merry »3 or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm for inlo
Will mail.

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CARI Now paying
drivers S800-S3200 a monlh
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today'
www.treecarkey.com

Travel
'"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20» 01 Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife'
Ethics Award Winning Company!
,v.',.-. SnrinoBmakTrawtc m
1-800-678-6386.
I'ISPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO JAMAICA
From S459t Tax' FLORIDA S159'
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others' Book Now'
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners,
30-50« Hours Free Drinks'
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
wwwSonngBreakTravBl.com
1-800-678-6386

HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
offer flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, allernoon,
and evening shifts available. Many
DGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is S6/hr
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs/wk Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428 Clough St, Bowling
Green. OH 43402. 419-354-2844

• 1 Spring Break Vacations! Honest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now'
Campus Reps Wanted 1-800-2347007 endlesssummertours.com

Tired of $6mr?
Culco seeks hard-working indv'ls. w/
pos. altitude, great pay. Flex, schedules, training provided, cust sales/
srvc, interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18* Conditions
exist, to schedule an interview
CALL 419-861-6134

Spnng Break 2005 with STS, America's«1 Sluoent Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Call for group discounts info'Reservations 1-800-648
Spring Break 20;;. Challenge '
a better price! Lowest price specials!
Free Meals' November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips & cash1
www sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Wait staff Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese Cuisine & Sushi Bar
Now hiring motivated wait staff.
Apply 465 W Dussel Dr Maumee.

Services Offered
Ohio's new affordable online dating
service 1 mo. free trial. Chatrooms
tor all Ohio colleges
www.sweetyfinder.com

For Sale

1990 Toyota Tercel.
S800 OBO.
419-353-9195

Personals
Campus Pollyeyes Breadsticks
are Dougnlicious
352-9638.

'95 Dodge Avenger. White/gray. 2
door, CD player, 4 cylinder, automatic. 130 K. needs minor engine
work S1.000. greal deal! Call 513238-1663

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER
BASKETBALL - NOV. 9

3 duplexes 3 bdrm each. 1-2 bdrm.
partially fum. apt. avail. Aug. 15, '05.
Call 419-352-4773, 419-265-1061.
4 bdrm. house, 2 oaths, 2 car garage, pond. Available Nov. 16 or
next semester. Call 419-494-8208
Apl. for sublet. 215 E. Poe Rd. »36.
Evergreen Apis 419-308-2865, ask
for Heather
Avail, now for quiet laculty/grad stdt.
No alcohol/no smoking. BG Nat'l
Historic Reg. Bay window w/ stained
glass. 2 bdrm , I t/2 baths, bsml,
rvg. rm.. din. rm . kit.. W/D. stove,
refng 419-261-2038
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
I S. College Dr-2 BR unfurn. apl
1.5 baths, starting at S425/mo.
dep
$425. Tenant pays elec NO PETS'
Assigned parking
422_C.laug.HSl.-2 BR unfurn. apt.
above garage. $490/mo plus all util
Deposit S490 NO PETSI
; 7th SI. 12-2 BR unlurn apt
$475.'mo, dep $475. Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS'
Spr Sen. Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E Wooster SI
across Irom Taco Bell
Male has turn, room for rent in BG
for a clean, neat. & resp. person.
Freedom ot house $200 deposit,
$250/mo Call 419-354-6117.
Need sublsr. lor 2 bdrm. apt on S
Mercer w/d. dishwasher in apt. For
more info contact 419-260-7014.

Chicken & Cheese
Stuffed Breadsticks
Campus Pollyeyes

Let mom & dad buy this weeked.
Pagliais Pizza &
Campus Pollyeyes.

Film Fine Pix S7000 + extras lor
$550 Electric scooter for S100 or
Best offer. 513-267-1025
FUJI

On Sunday Nov 7. at 11 AM the
United Christian Fellowship Center
will begin a weekly Liturgy of Contemplation and Social Action This is
a Taize style Worship Service of
communal prayer using music, contemplation, the spoken word, and
Holy Communion. Anyone and everyone is invited UCF is a campus
ministry located at the corner of
Thurstm and Ridge Streets in Bowling Green

'
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
26
28
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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Alda sitcom
Long lock
Old salts
Nabisco cookie
Revise charts
Hog-wild
Lady's address
Sameness
Unexpected deviation
Super serve
Soccer score
Frisco hill
Body of water
Harshness
Tendency
USA part
Nastase of tennis
Departed
Solidarity
Actress Lollobrigida
Former Peruvian currency
Rodent pests
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62
63
64
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NYC cultural attraction
Part of U.A.E.
O'Casey or Connery
Evenness
Roosevelt's successor
Kidney related
" _ and the Detectives"
Moroccan port
Dalmatian detail
Scot's topper
Warmth
Mil. course
34
Scottish terrier
Sandberg of baseball 37
41
Word before block
43
or rage
44
Inventiveness
University of Maine
46
location
Fundamental position 47
48
Peaceful relations
50
Solidifies
51
Snoop
52
Ringworm
53
Some votes
54
The work week
55
is over!
57
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2
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7
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9
10
11
12
13
19
21
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2 or 3 bedroom furnished apt
Available Immediately.
Close lo campus. 419-352-5239

Nanny needed lor our 2 t/2 mo. old
girl 3 or 4 days a wk. Educ maior
and exp. pref. Monclova/Waterville
area. Will require ref and background check. Contact Rachael at
419-810-0266.
Part time cleaning. Home & office
Expenence preferred
Call 419-352-4659

-

1 bdrm. subleaser start end of Dec.
Very nice, renovated, very close to
campus and downtown. Must seel
Only $350 month. 419-308-3387

3 bdrm. houses avail, for 2005-06
school yr Avail, starting Aug 2005.
12 mo. lease. S1000 per mo & util.
216. 220 & 233 Troup St
419-308-1405.

Jskgrieiio-s

brouaht to you by

Pagliais Pizza Pizza Buffet
Campus Pollyeyes
Stuffed Breadsticks

BARTENDING' S300/day potential
No exp necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.

City Events

For Sale

■

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Web locations
Lucky occurrence
Tanzania neighbor
1930s student movement
Miles of movies
Fa-la connector
Dependence on time of year
Willingness to be persuaded
Inscnption on the cross
Utah ski resort
Stylishly out-of-date
Too much French?
Writer Angelou
Ruhr industrial city
Yearnings

ANSWERS
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAU
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Premed subj.
Toll's canton
Evening in Venice
School north of LA.
School in Gambier,
OH
A sante!
E-mail splatter
Clay pot
Cork's country
Beer picks
Takes a chair
As to
Disney sci-fi film
Puppy barks
Drivers' org.
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.YEARS
'LARGE
14" Combo Pizza
includes 3 items

f*T^

€
203N.Moin ™
™mM 352-5166
9D/D Minimum

uwnuvwiM

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fn • Sat. • Sun. tamUmattitmim' »«cn>tm SS B

Sblsr needed tor 2nd semester. 149
Manvilie. Close lo campus. 4 bdrm.
house own rm . S240/mo.
Call 704-519-9181 for more info
Spring Subleaser needed Evergreen spacious 1 bdrm , S375/mo
+ elec , move in Jan 1 You pay
rent Jan-May 31 Last month's rent
will be pro-rated. Call 419-494-6969
Subleaser needed for Hillcrest Apt's.
1082 Fairview Ave . Apt T-8 ASAP
419-250-2501

For Rent
SERVING

Very clean 2 bdrm. apt. No pels.
$500/mo. Manvilie Ave. Close to
campus Yr. lease req Off street
parking 419-654-5716

P^lil'l'i'ii'lil'li'l'!.!

Ditch out
wwwbgnews com

For Rent
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The Best Seat In Town
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SAVE $200
WITH COUPON

Management inc.

NOW RENTING FOR

Pagliais Pizza & Campus Pollyeyes
Says
Go Falcons'

2005-2006
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Wanted

05 May & August
Leases Available

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
ASAP! One room available in
Sterling Apts. Please call
419-944-4621 for Information.

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

Need a female subleaser from Jan.
to May S250/mo. plus util. Close to
campus on N Enterprise. Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015

These houses won't
last long

Subleaser needed immed. Move in
NOW!' $440/mo , fum.. very close to
campus. Lease ends in May. Call
anytime 513-829-9721.

Hillsdale Apartments
1082Fairview
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
' Dishwasher
1
Garbage Disposal
1
Carports
• BGSU Shuttle Stop
' Few open nowl

FROBOSE RENTALS

215 East Poe

Heinzsite Apartments
710 North Enterprise

&

PRIME RIB
DAILY
Smoking & Non-Smoicing
Dining Rooms

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher

On selected floor plans

Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Walk to Campus
Few open nowl

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

•.,••-:

entrance

THE KIGHT DIAMOND SHOULD COME WITH ANSWERS.

• Laundry facilities

Green Beaver Apts.
642 South College

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-9378

FREE mtmfnUf mnim a

Cherrywood Health Spa
1

Indoor Heated Pool
• Newly Renovated
■ New Equipment
•Sauna

Effc. & 2 Bedroom in House,
Pets allowed
3 Bedroom Townhouses
Loft style
Washer/Dryer
1 1/2 baths/2 Car Garage

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
Check our website at
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing

WITH LOVE COMES QUESTIONS.
THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULDN'T BE
ONE OF THEM.

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

Make your home at:
• Piedmont
• Fox Run
• Haven House
•Mini Mall Apts.
• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
• Triplex- small pets allowed
• And other locations!

Did he
always
know
wed
fall in
love?

' 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
' Laundry on Site
BGSU Shuttle Stop

www.prtferredpropertiesco.com

FEATURING

FRESH

1

X!
Evergreen Apartments

PROPERTIES CO

163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

—

Call TODAY!

Extra Large Bedrooms Available!

41° 353 2277

Call 353-5800

HOUSES!

Pagliais Pizza - Campus Pollyeyes.
Better than you remembered!

NOT QUESTIONS. LIKE YES IT'S BEAUTIFUL AND YES ITS

• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

A LIFETIME UPGRADE. AND FINALLY, YES. ITS A

vmtwi' SQU»JM
AMffTMMTl

j

N

■ ami LANE

[_JHO^D,PO,

PERFECT. AND YES IT'S APPRAISED. CERTIFIED, AND
LASER INSCRIBED. YES, ITS INSURED. YES IT INCLUDES

t

KRAIKO - THE ONLY DIAMOND THAT CAN SAY

YES TO ALL THE ABOVE.

FREE HEAT

R. Howards Fine Jewelers

= VARSITY
mm SQUARE

139 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402

APARTMENTS

Next to Panera Bread

419-354-3554
419-353-7715 ti*
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